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(ABSTRACT)

Mining into strata disturbed by previous mining operations either above
or below may sometimes result in severe strata control problems. These

interaction problems, associated with most multiple-seam mining oper-
ations, are very common in the Appalachian coal region and are the sub-
ject of this dissertation.

On the basis of both theoretical and empirical analyses, using statisti-
cal analysis, numerical modeling, and photoelastic modeling methods in

conjunction with the analysis of numerous case studies, a comprehensive,

integrated model has been constructed and represented by a computer

program called "MSEAM”. Using this comprehensive model, possible inter-

action problems under certain geological and mining conditions can be

first predicted based on rules determined either empirically or statis-

tically. Then, detailed analyses using different interaction mechanisms

-- pillar load transfer, arching effect, upper seam subsidence, inner-



burden bending, and innerburden shearing —— can further determine the

area or degree of possible interaction in both under- and over—mining

situations. Special geologic and mining factors controlling interaction

are also summarized by indices for an independent interaction predic-

tion. This integrated model has been validated by back·analysis of

several case studies.

Full descriptions of multivariate statistical analysis, photoelastic

modeling technique, quantization of various interaction mechanisms, and

development of the comprehensive model are included.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The extraction of an underground coal seam will cause a disturbance and
redistribution of the natural stress field in the vicinity of the seam.

Significant strata deformation and displacement may also occur around
the extracted area, including caving, fracturing and subsidence.

Because of this, when contiguous mineable seams exist with small inter-
vals between them, mining of any one seam may affect the mining in
other adjacent seams. The mutual influence on stability of mining
excavations between adjacent seams, whether beneficial or detrimental,
is called interaction. In the Appalachian coal region, instability in
roof, pillar and floor on either horizon is frequently encountered as a
result of such interference effects between mining operations in dif-
ferent seams. Strata control problems due to interaction have great
impact on both the safety and economy of multiple-seam mining, and
their solution is of paramount importance to the underground coal-
mining industry in this region.

_

Although the U.S. coal industry is now going through a rather difficult

period because of foreign competition and lower oil prices, the growing
disparity between national energy consumption and production, combined
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with the uncertain availability of energy supplies from other sources,

has turned the attention of the energy consumer to domestic energy

resources. Of these, coal is the only conventional resource that still
exists in sufficient abundance to supply the needs of the future. In
order to meet the projected future demands, more coal will have to be
extracted from multiple-seam mines, because most U.S. underground coal
reserves exist in a multi-seam environment.

In multi-seam mining, interaction problems are not uncommon and have
long been recognized and studied world-wide. In the Appalachian coal
fields, interaction problems are becoming of increasing concern since
the majority of coal mines have more than one mineable seam. Histori-
cally, the selection of a mining sequence is based primarily on seam
ownership, ease of access, and economic factors, while design of a
specific mining system is based on the stability of one seam. Today,
the most easily accessible, high-quality, and profitable seams are near
exhaustion in many areas and it is increasingly comon to find current
workings vertically adjacent to other abandoned or active mines. As is
frequently reported, negative interaction often occurs under such con-

ditions, and strata control difficulties that have not been experienced
in single—seam mining have been encountered. These additional strata
control problems severely affect mining safety, productivity, cost of
operation, and coal recovery.

In the light of the national demand for coal, the necessity of dealing

with reserves consisting of multiple seams, and the growing concern
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with interaction problems in underground coal mines in this region, it
is necessary to investigate interaction problems thgrääghly. More
knowledge about interaction mechanisms must be gained, and methods
derived for preventing or minimizing negative interaction effects dur-
ing multiple-seem mining so as to reduce risks of operation, and

to~”

enhance the profitability and the development of reserves.
I l ii “·

l-3The

objective of this research is to construct a comprehensive model,
based on the study of major factors contributing to interaction and the
investigation of mechanisms controlling interaction, that can predict
and evaluate possible interaction problems under given geological and
mining conditions. From such prediction and evaluation, design guide-
lines for preventing or minimizing detrimental interaction problems can
also be provided.

The complex nature of interaction mechanisms, complicated by the diver-
sity of geological conditions experienced in the field, makes it very
difficult to cover all aspects of the interaction phenomenon. In order
to simplify the model formulation without losing generality, the pre-
sent investigation is confined to the study of interaction problems
under the situation where two close, nearly horizontal underground coal
seams are mined by the room-and-pillar method. Further, the mining

sequence is assumed to be such that mining operations in one seam,

either above or below, have ceased prior to the current operation and,
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therefore, the stability of current workings is of primary concern.

The interaction problems encountered during simultaneous mining, where

both seams are in operation and proceed at same time, are briefly

introduced but are not studied in the present analysis. Finally, the

effect of local artificial support systems is ignored for simplifica—

tion. These stated conditions were assumed throughout the study in

both data collection and model construction.



II. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1.1 Mining Sequence

With reference to the mining practices in multiple-seam mines (Holland,

1951; Stemple, 1956; Given, 1973; Haycocks, et al., 1982), the extrac-

tion sequences can be classified into three categories based on the
spatial relationships between workings on two adjacent seams: (1)

under—mining where the overlying seam is mined out prior to the mining
of underlying seam, and the current mining operation in the lower seam
is below the abandoned or gob area of an upper mine; (2) over-mining
where the mining of the upper seam is not commenced until the extrac-
tion in the lower seam completely finished, and the present operation
is above the abandoned workings of lower mine; and (3) simultaneous

mining where both seams are being mined at the same time and the sta-
bility of the workings on two seams has to be considered simultaneously
(Figure 2.1). Such classification is primarily based on design and
stability considerations. For under- and over-mining operations, the
stability of one seam -- the seam currently in operation -- is the
major concern, while for simultaneous mining the stability of workings
in two seams has to be considered.

2.1.2 Room-and—Pillar Mining Method

Nearly 951 of U.S. underground coal mines (including multiple-seam

-5-
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Surface

Overburden

Ä
Upper Seam

Innerburden
___

.—Lower Seam

Under-Mining

Surface

Overburden
___ ___ Upper Seam

Innerburden

Lower Seam

Over-Mining

;Surface

Overburden
___

Upper Seam

Innerburden
_•_ Lower Seam

Simultaneous Mining

Figure 2.1 Commonly Used Mining Sequence in Multi-Seam Mining: Under-
Mining, Over-Mining, and Simultaneous Mining.
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mines) are still using the room-and-pillar method, and this method

contributes about 901 of the underground coal production in the United

States (Mathur & Mikkilineni, 1982; Chugh, 1982). The fundamental

strata control feature of this method lies in the fact that the over-

burden load is temporarily or permanently supported by pillars sur-

rounded by entries. Usually, the operation of the room-and-pillar

method consists of two separate phases: development and pillaring.

During development, the rooms or entries are fully developed in a sec-

tion or panel, and each entry is connected to the neighboring entries
by cross cuts driven at regular intervals, thereby forming rectangular
or square blocks of pillars. During pillaring, the pillars are

extracted, although barrier pillars may be left in place for support.

Pillar recovery is normally undertaken on retreat (Given, 1973).

2.1.3 Mining System Design

The main design parameters in room—and—pillar mining are the size and
shape of pillars, which are chosen for their ability to maintain sta-
bility of roof, floor and the pillar itself. A survey of 174 room-and-

pillar mines was conducted in the United States (Bieniawski, 1982),

involving practically all mineable coal seams, for the purpose of

establishing mine design criteria. Typical parameters in use for room-

and-pillar design are given in Table 2.1.

Usually, the design of pillars is undertaken in three steps: calcula-

tion of pillar load and stress, estimation of pillar strength, and

selection of safety factor. One of the well known formulae for pillar
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load and stress calculation is based on tributary area concept, and the

pillar stress equation assumes the form:

H0 -
Y (Wp + We)(Lp + We)

(2.1)p 144WpLp

where: dp - Pillar stress, psi;

y - Unit weight of overburden strata, pcf;

H - Overburden thickness, ft.;

Wp - Pillar width, ft.;

Lp - Pillar length, ft.;

We - Entry or room width, ft.

For estimation of pillar strength, considerable research has been car-
ried out to relate the strength of in situ coal pillars to that of coal
samples tested in laboratory (Bieniawski, 1968). There are three com-

monly used formulae for pillar strength calculations:

(1) Holland—Gaddy Formula:

„ _ KJ3WpSp 6Hp (2.2)

(2) Bieniawski Formula:

Sp • (K//36)(O.64 + 0.36Wp/Hp) (2.3)

(3) Holland Formula:

Sp - (K//§6)(~/Wp/Hp) (2.4)

where: Sp
- Pillar strength, psi;

K • Constant characterized by coal seam (K ¤ Sc/Ü), psi;
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Sc - Uniaxial compressive strength of coal samples;

D - Side of specimen, in.;

Wp • Pillar width, ft.;

Hp - Pillar height, ft.

Based on above equations for pillar stress and pillar strength, safety

factor can be obtained as follows:

SF - Sp/cp (2.5)

where: SF - Safety factor (recommended range: 1.5 - 2.0);

(op, Sp defined in Eq. 2.1 and Eqs. 2.2-2.4).

Alternatively, if a safety factor is predetermined, corresponding pil-

lar dimensions can be computed.

2.1.4 Special Design Consideration for Multi-Seam Mining

As reported by Holland (1951) and Stemple (1956), there are two practi-

cal design procedures for minimizing detrimental interaction effects:

columnizing pillars in adjacent mining horizons (especially in simulta-

neous mining), and leaving protective pillars, whose positions are

based on the layout of the mined-out seam. Given (1973) also suggests

the columnization of pillars in both seams during under-mining, and

believes that this will reduce shear and flexure stresses both in the

innerburden and in the strata underlying the lower bed. Such a pillar

arrangement may also avoid the stress concentrations in adjoining cor-
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ners of entries on adjacent seams. However, columnized pillar design

during over-mining has been criticized by other researchers (Peng &

Chandra, 1980), since pillars designed in this way tend to be oversized

and to reduce the recovery of upper seam. For strong innerburden,
lHoberts (1981) has suggested a layout with pillars on two adjacent

seams located in alternating positions: a pillar in the upper seam is
located over an entry in the lower seam and an entry in the upper seam
is located over a pillar in the lower seam. He claims that this kind
of arrangement will improve the stability of workings on both seams.

When two seams in close proximity to one another (20 to 25 ft.) are to
be mined in an upward sequence, Holland (1951) has suggested two
courses of action for alleviating damage to the upper bed: (1) to com-
plete extraction of lower seam, with no pillar or large remnant pillars
left intact in the robbed area; (2) to establish a long straight line

of pillars in order to reduce shearing of the overlying strata at the
edges of pillars, and to promote subsidence by bending rather than

shearing.

In addition, some guidelines for designing longwall panels in adjacent

seams can aid in the design of a room-and-pillar system in a similar
situation. Figure 2.2 shows some of the design considerations proposed
by British researchers. When mining multiple seams in a descending

sequence, the protective pillars in adjacent seams should be colum-

nized, and their sizes increased, as the seam goes deeper, forming a

”pyramid”—shaped supporting system (Figure 2.2(b)). As seen in Figure
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2.2(a), when mining in an ascending sequence, the pillars should also

be columnized, and their sizes increased, as the seam becomes more

shallow (King, et al., 1972; Spedding, 1976). However, Whittaker and

Pye (1975) have suggested an alternative layout when the innerburden is

composed of strong mudstone, in which the remnant rib pillar in the

lower seam is purposely located below the center line of current long-

wall face (Figure 2.3). .They believe that the stress concentration

over the remnant pillar is only temporary, but by locating the roadway

in the destressed zone created by lower seam gob, roadway conditions

may be improved.

Superficially, the strata control problems during multi-seam mining

-- roof falls, pillar failure or punching, floor heave —- are the same

as those encountered during single-seam mining. However, there are

some differences between these problems, since they are controlled by

different mechanisms. For example, interaction problems are usually

caused by stress anomalies induced by certain structures in the adja-

cent seam, while other similar phenomena are often caused by local

geological or mining disturbances. In addition, interaction problems

often occur in a specific area in the vicinity of adjacent seam work-

ings, and when the mining proceeds and passes through this area the

adverse strata control problems usually will diminish rapidly. Some of

the interaction problems observed during multi—seam mining can be sum-
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marized as follows.

2.2.1 Interaction During Under-Mining

As reported by Stemple (1956) and Haycocks et al. (1982), two major
types of strata control problems occur when under-mining an upper seam
mine: weight manifestatigp from the upper seam remnant pillar or gob
boundary, and massive block failure of the innerburden. The trans-

mitted vertical load results in crushing or spalling of coal when the
bottom and top strata are strong, or can induce severe floor heave when
the innerburden and pillar are relatively stronger. As illustrated in
Figure 2.4, when lower seam development entries come close to an area

. below a pillar remaining in the upper seam, severe weight transmitted
from above may cause both pillar and floor failure. On the other hand,
when the innerburden is small and relatively weaker than the lower seam
pillar, a massive block failure of innerburden can occur as the result
of shear failure. As pointed out by Given (1973), the fracture in the

innerburden strata due to upper seam mining, plus the deterioration of
the strata, may also result in more roof and floor trouble than if the
overlying bed had not been mined first. Additional problems during

under-mining may arise from the accumulation of water from the pre-
viously mined upper seam, which can cause drainage difficulties or
induce floor heave when clay-type floor rock is present (Stemple,

1956). If the water in an upper mined-out seam is permitted to accumu-

late in large quantities, it will also present a hazard, since a break

in the innerburden will result in sudden flooding of the lower seam

(Given, 1973; Spedding, 1982).
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Figure 2.4 Example of Interaction Problem During Under—Mining: Distur-
bance in a Lower Marker Seam Below Remaining Pillars of
Upper Taggart Seam, Wise County, VA (after Stemple, 1956).
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2.2.2 Interaction During 0ver—Mining

When mining over an extracted lower seam, disturbances in the upper

seam are the results of two factors: the superimposition of stress«

fields generated by vertically ad;acentrworgings,M;nd¢;he movement or
—E§§EEÄ;Ä;Q of strata over the lower seam gob. Under such conditions,
three types of interaction problems have been reported: uppe£—seam

subsidence, innerburden block failure, and severe ground pressure over
lower seam residualwstruetures. Hasler (1951) ¤s;e:ved that a remnant
pillar left in the lower seam, or non-uniform extraction of the lower
seam, would endanger the mining of a superjacent seam. Lazer (1965)
noticed the occurrence of shearing of coal and sandstone roof as a
result of mining over the lower seam gob. Stemple (1956) reported bed
separation of as much as several inches at an upper seam level, due to
subsidence over a mined—out seam. Thislf'5caused the coal bed to drop out
of roof or floor strata. He also described cases in which severe roof
problems were encountered when an upper seam extraction proceeded over
a lower seam gob line, separating gob and solid unmined coal (Figure
2.5). Cases where the entire innerburden and coal caved into the lowergvfl
seam woräingsl as a resultwof shearwfailure, were also reported (Figure
2.6). As for the last type of interaction problem experienced in over-

mining, Peng and Chandra (1980) mentioned a case, albeit in a mine
using longwall method, in which severe vertical pressure was encoun-

tered after mining over the boundary of the lower seam gob.

2.2.3 Interaction During Simultaneous Mining

When two adjacent seams are mined at the same time, the stress fields
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generated by workings on two horizons may superimpose, and thus induce

interaction characterized by severe strata control problems such as

crushed pillars, heaving floor or pillar punching. These interaction

problems can affect workings on one seam or both seams. Stemple (1956)

found that most interaction during simultaneous mining occurs when the
innerburden was less than 100 feet. However, he also reported a rare
case in which upper seam mining affected a subjacent seam 1,100 feet
below. Another type of problem experienced during simultaneous mining
is characterized by the dynamic interaction effect of lower seam mining
to upper seam workings. Both Szwilski (1979) and Peng (1986) have
reported cases in which the pillaring operation in lower mine immedi-
ately resulted in severe roof falls in upper seam entries. One such
example is illustrated in Figure 2.7. From analysis of many case
studies, Stemple (1956) believed that simultaneous mining generally
would cause more interaction problems than under- or over-mining, and
this mining sequence was not recommended unless the innerburden was
less than 30 feet in thickness. In the latter case, he recommended

that the upper seam face line should be slightly ahead of the lower
seam face line and that layouts on both seams should be uniform.

2-3In

the study of interaction problems during multiple-seam mining, a

very common approach uses stress analysis, which assumes that the unst-

able conditions are the direct result of stress concentration due to

superposition of two stress fields generated by workings in two adja-
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cent seams (Haycocks 8 Karmis, 1983). Four mechanisms have been

frequently used to explain interaction effect between two adjacent
seams.

2.3.1 Pressure-Bulb Theory

The pressure-bulb concept originated from a plane strain problem in the
theory of elasticity -— concentrated point load on a semi-infinite
plane —- first solved by Boussinesq in 1885. Based on the solution of
this problem, the stress distribution in a homogeneous elastic founda-
tion can be readily derived, providing that the load distribution over
the foundation is known. When the load over the foundation is uniform,
the stress trajectories form a series of ”bulb-shaped” curves and the
magnitude of stress dissipates with depth (Timoshenko 8 Goodier, 1970).
When dealing with interaction problems, particularly in under—mining
operation, such pillar load transfer concept has been used to explain
instability problems in the lower seam under a remnant pillar or gob
line left in the upper mine (Stemple, 1956; Stassen 8 Van Duyse, 1972;
Spedding, 1976; Wilson et al., 1982). One typical example that can be
explained by this theory has been previously illustrated (Figure 2.4).

In recent years, much work has been done to adapt the pressure—bulb
theory to mining conditions in which the layering and anisotropy within
the strata must be taken into account (Figure 2.8). In an interesting
study by Ehgartner (1982), both finite element and photoelastic methods

were used to analyze the pillar load transfer mechanism. He found

that: (1) innerburden stratification aids in vertical concentration and
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transfer of pillar stresses; (2) interaction effects due to pillar load

transfer range from 52 feet for monolithic innerburden to 120 feet or
more when the innerburden is composed of 10 layers of modeling materi-

als; (3) a high modulus layer in the innerburden inhibits pressure bulb

formation, while a low modulus layer increases both vertical and hori-

zontal transfer distances of pillar loads. In regard to other aspects,
research has been conducted to determine the loading characteristics of
a pillar: shape of loading, peak value, and location of peak value

etc., which are of particular importance in the determination of the
distance and magnitude of load transferable from upper seam structures
(National Coal Board, 1972; Wilson, 1977).

The most recent work in this region has established some empirical

relationships based on analysis of many interaction-related case

studies (Haycocks et al., 1982; Grenoble, 1985). For example, the load

transfer distance below an upper seam can be related to competent rock
within the innerburden (Figure 2.9(a)):

IBT - 110 - 0.65IBSP (2.6)

where: IBT - Required safe innerburden for lower seam stability, ft.;
IBSP - Innerburden sandstone or hard rock percentage.

From this empirical equation, it is easy to see that the minimum safe

innerburden thickness for under-mining situations is 110 feet. Simi-

larly, the safe innerburden thickness has also been shown to be related
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to number of rock layers in the innerburden (Figure 2.9(b)), which can
be expressed as:

IBT - 6.8IBNL + 55 (2.7)

where: IBT - Required safe innerburden for lower seam stability, ft.;
IBNL • Number of layers in the innerburden.

2.3.2 Pressure-Arch Theory

The original arching theory describes the redistribution of vertical
loads around a mine entry (Figure 2.10). To be specific, when an exca-
vation is made in the stratified rock, roof beds directly above the
opening will deform and thus will not be able to support much load from
above. Therefore, the vertical load originally supported by the
extracted material and beds above the opening will be transferred out-
ward to both sides of the opening. Such redistribution of load will
result in high vertical loads called "abutment pressure" on solid rib
sides and form a destressed zone above the opening and an "arch”
shaped zone of increased stress surrounding this relaxed strata across
the excavated area. As the mined-out area becomes wider, the abutment
pressure will continue to increase up to a certain maximum value,

afterwards the roof strata will begin to receive load from above.
Later, the roof beds will cave, compact, and support more load. As the
span of the gob increases further, exceeding the critical width called
the "maximum span of arch", the original pressure arch will split into
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Figure 2.10 Distribution of Forces in the Vicinity of a Narrow Opening
(Walker et al., 1967).
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two, with one common abutment in the center of gob (Alder 8 Sun, 1968).

Based on European experience, the maximum span and height of such a·
pressure arch can be calculated using the following equations (National
Coal Board, 1954):

L'a - 0.15H + 60 (2.8)

H'a - 2L'a

where: L'a • Lower limit of the maximum width of pressure arch, ft.;
H • Depth of overburden, ft.;

H'a - Lower limit of the maximum height of pressure arch, ft.

Since there are many examples of high arching pressure affecting mining
conditions in adjacent seams, the study of arching effects has gener-
ated considerable interest in multiple-seam mining research. The pres-
ence of arch abutment pressure has been shown to affect operations in
adjacent seams both above and below (Holland, 1951; Stassen 8 Van Duyse,
1972). Two interaction effects observed in the field can be explained

by arching theory: (1) high compressive zone at abutments can be trans-
mitted to adjacent seams and can cause pillar and roof problems I

(Stemple, 1956); (2) a destressed zone within the arch can be benefi-

cial to the operations in the adjacent seam (National Coal Board,

1954). Hudock (1983) attempted to model the arching effect using the

finite element method and to verify the results by photoelastic models.

His findings confirmed the presence of a destressed zone and stress-
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increased zone around an opening, as predicted by arching theory.

Because bed separation and fracturing were not modeled by the numerical

method, only qualitative trends were produced by his work. To take

advantage of destressed zone created by arching effect, Lepikhov

(1984) proposed a method of deliberately forming a relaxed zone above

an opening, and thus protecting the seam above from high pressure and

coal or gas bursts. However, no actual implementation of this method

is available from the literature.

2.3.3 Subsidence Effect

When a coal seam is mined out, the support for overlying strata is

removed and the original equilibrium in these strata is disturbed.

Under gravitational load, the strata around the extracted area will

undergo deformation, and displacement. As shown in Figure 2.11(a),

when the excavation is wide enough or allowed to stand for a long

period of time, the strata above the excavated area will experience

caving, fracturing, and bending deformation. When the movement is

finally transmitted to the surface, a subsidence trough will be formed.

This subsidence concept has been used to explain some of the interac-

tion phenomena occurring when mining over a mined-out lower seam (Hol-
land, 1951; Stemple, 1956; Stassen & Van Duyse, 1972). Since the ten-

sile strain or displacement due to the mining of a lower seam can cause

surface cracks or subsidence, the same effect can be expected in an

upper seam lying between the lower seam and the surface (Figure

2.11(b)). As reported by Webster (1983), besides other contributing
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factors -- such as innerburden thickness, percentage of sandstone in
the innerburden, lower seam height, and time delays -- extraction ratio
used in the lower seam mining is a dominating factor. If the extrac-
tion percentage in the lower seam is below a critical value (approxi-
mately 651), the roof may support itself and minimum subsidence will

occur in the upper mine. Other investigators have also pointed out

that the most detrimental effect of innerburden subsidence is the cre-
ation of a tensile stress zone which seriously affects the stability of
upper-seam roof beds. When the upper seam is mined out, the pre-
fractured roof beds may fall out due to less confinement (Haycocks &

Karmis, 1983; Szwilski, 1979).

2.3.4 Innerburden Shearing

As shown previously (Figure 2.10), when an opening is made in strati-
fied rock the force distribution in its vicinity will change. Shear
stress zone will be formed at the boundary of pressure arch, which
can be verified in a multi-layer photoelastic model (see Chapter 4).

If the shear stress in the roof beds exceeds its strength, the failure
will occur as a result of the shear. Such shear failure can eventually
lead to massive failure of entire innerburden.

This massive shearing concept can be used to explain some cases in
which entire innerburden caved into the lower seam gob (Figure 2.6).
Such an occurrence is most likely when the lower seam is first mined
out and the innerburden strata are too stiff to bend or subside. Hol-
land (1951) noticed that 751 of the cases he studied in the Appalachian
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region had a tensile or shear failure after the underlying bed had been
mined. Similar phenomena have been reported by Stemple (1956) and

Barrientos & Parker (1974). Barko (1982) made a study of innerburden

shear mechanism using both brittle physical models and finite element
models. He found that: (1) the increase of Young's modulus of inner-
burden tend to increase the chance of fracture through innerburden,
implying that a massive, thick, and rigid innerburden such as sandstone
bed may also fail by shear; (2) the increase of Poisson's ratio of the

innerburden tends to increase the chance of failure, which seems to
. imply that shear failure throughout the innerburden may be dependent on

lateral stresses; (3) the cohesion and angle of internal friction seem
to have little influence on shear failure of the innerburden. Accord-
ing to this study, shear failure throughout the innerburden is unlikely
when the innerburden is greater than 52 feet in thickness.

2.4 Summa;2

A critical review of the literature related to multiple-seam mining
shows that interaction can occur for all three mining sequences, and
that each of these mining sequences has its own advantages and disad-
vantages (Table 2.2). Previous research on interaction during multi-
seam mining has also identified some important factors affecting inter-
action, and established four major mechanisms for controlling the
interaction (Table 2.3). These mechanisms can be used to explain the

general nature of many interactive phenomena observed in the field.
‘However, since these mechanisms are not quantitatively sufficient for

/
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Table 2.3 Interaction-Related Factors and Interaction Mechanisms.

(a) Interaction Related Factors;

A. Fixed Factors:— Innerburden thickness, stratification, and physical characteristics;
- Overburden thickness and physical characteristics;— Mechanical and physical properties of coal on both seams;— Seam (mining) heights of both seams;— Extraction ratio, layout of old workings;— Roof, pillar and floor condition in old workings;
- Other abnormal geologic conditions (abnormal geologic zone,

in—situ stress, etc.).

B. Design Factors:— Relative location of current workings with respect to old
ones;— Current extraction ratio;— Pillar dimensions and location;

- Time delay between operations in two adjacent seams.— Mining direction.

(b) Interaction Mechanisms;

Mechanisms Applying Characteristics Major Controlling
Condition of Interaction Problems Parameters

I

;Innerburden & its
Pillar Load Under-mining Pillar failure, floor heave, roofIcharacteristics;
Transfer falls in the area below upper ;Overburden; Old

seam remnant structure. jworking layout;
Arching Under—/Over- Serious problems associated with ;Same as above
Effect mining abnormal load on pillars in loweriplus caving con-

or upper seam, destressed zones. gditions;

Upper Seam Over—mining Roof falls and associated problem Lower seam height
Subsidence in tensile zone created by lower & old working

seam workings. layout;

Innerburden Over-/Under- Caving or cracking of upper seam Ilnnerburden
Shearing mining floor; Large scale roof falls in Ithickness and

lower seam workings. Icharacteristics
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site-specific prediction of interaction problems, there is a strong
need for the establishment of relationships between the important fac-
tors and detail quantization of those interaction mechanisms which will
allow them to be applied to actual interaction prediction, and to mul-
tiple-seam mine design.



III. MULTIVARIATE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Multiple-seam mining in the Appalachian coal region, like many other
operations in mining, is more of an art than a science, and its success
depends largely upon engineering experience. In other words, an engi-
neer can learn much from the earlier experiences in other mines having
similar geological and mining conditions, whether or not these experi-
ences were successful. The nature of the state-of-the-art in multiple-
seam mining suggests that one may gain some insight into interaction
problems by analyzing historical case study data, either collected
directly from the field or documented in the literature. However,
since no individual example of the interaction under a specific set of
conditions can be regarded as criteria for similar circumstances else-
where, the best results from this approach can only be obtained by
considering a large number of observations. When analyzing large

amounts of case study data, statistical analysis methods provide valu-

able tools for quantization and classification. Through statistical

analyses, some empirical, yet useful, methods for the prediction of
possible interaction problems, as well as guidelines for the selection

of mine design parameters, may also be established. Nevertheless, as

with many problems in mining engineering, the interpretation and appli-

cation of results from statistical analysis procedures require techni-

cal knowledge, research experience and engineering judgement.

-36-
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Multivariate statistical analysis is generally referred to as a series
of statistical analysis techniques describing the simultaneous rela-
tionship among many variables (Dillon, 1984). When these techniques
are used in studying the interaction problems in multiple-seam mining,
many contributing factors, such as geological environment, depth, and
mining method, can be directly related to the stability of mining exca-
vations in either seam. The major advantage of multivariate analysis
over finite element or photoelastic modeling methods is that a general
statistical model may be built which can incorporate all relevant vari-
ables, therefore eliminating certain unrealistic assumptions. However,
for the derivation of meaningful and useful results from statistical
analysis, the only assumption required is that the number of observa-
tions should be large, or that all measurements be independent and
follow multiple normal distribution (Kleinbaum, 1978).

Reviewing literature, it can be found that statistical analysis tech-
niques has been used to study the interaction problems in multi-seam
mining. Dunham and Stace (1978) made a study involving data from 18
British multi-horizon longwall mines, and derived a linear regression
model for predicting roadway damage. Under a contract with the U.S.
Bureau of Mines, HRB-Singer, Incorporated (1976) also conducted
research in four multi-seam mines in West Virginia and Pennsylvania,
and proposed a statistical model for the prediction of achievable

extraction ratio in multiple-seam mining operation. Other similar

approaches can be found in the works of Engineers International, Inc.
(1981), Haycocks & Karmis (1983) and Webster et al. (1984). In the
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current study, a larger data set is used and some different multivari-
ate analysis methods are applied to the data set in order to identify
groupings of variables, clusters of observations, classification crite-
ria, and possible models for interaction prediction.

3.1.1 Variable Selection

Because of the complex nature of interaction problems, many variables
describing geological, geometrical and mining conditions must be taken
into account. However, too many variables, including very highly
detailed information, may be redundant, make the data collection more
difficult, and prohibit general application of the results. In the
current study, variable selection was primarily determined by former
research experience and the availability of data (Haycocks 8 Karmis,
1983). Table 3.1 shows the total of 24 variables selected and used for
data collection. Note: although some of the qualitative variables were
not used in certain statistical analysis requiring quantitative vari-
ables, they are used for classification of interaction problems, and
some have been found very useful in separating those small—scale strata
control problems due to local geological disturbances from interaction
problems caused by mining excavations in adjacent seams.

3.1.2 Data Collection

Geographically, most data came from the central Appalachian coal region
(Figure 3.1). Out of more than 90 case studies originally collected,

' 59 were utilized in the statistical analysis. The rest of the data
were judged either unreliable or did not meet the criteria specified
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Table 3.1 Variables Selected for Data Collection.

I. Quantitative Variables:

1. COVER · Cover depth in feet;
2. UST · Upper seam thickness in feet;
3. LST - Lower seam thickness in feet;
4. USEP - Upper seam extraction percentage;
5. LSEP - Lower seam extraction percentage;6. IBT - Innerburden thickness in feet;7. IBSP — Innerburden sandstone percentage;
8. IBNL - Number of layers in the innerburden;9. TIME - Delay between operations in two seams in

year;
10. INTERP - Degree of damage due to interaction;

INTERP = 0 - no damage;
INTERP = 5 - serious damage;

II. Qualitative Variables:

11. LOCATION — Location of mine;
12. BEDNAME - Names of two seams;
13. CRT — Cover rock type:
14. USIR — Immediate roof for upper seam;
15. LSIR — Immediate roof for lower seam;
16. USIF — Immediate floor for upper seam;
17. LSIF - Immediate floor for lower seam;
18. USLP - Locations and damages in upper seam;
19. LSLP - Locations and damages in lower seam;
20. IBRT — Innerburden rock type:
21. WP — Existance of water problems;
22. MM · Mining sequence;
23. SSUBP — Surface subsidence problem;
24. LITERP — Location of interaction problems.
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l

earlier (Chapter 1, Section 1.3). All 96 cases collected and sources
of information are listed in Appendix A.

3.2.1 Data Preparation

The data collected from the case studies can be represented in a matrix
form:

(Variable)

COVER UST USEP IBT IBSP LST LSEP TIME ...p
Case No.

1 250 3.8 90 145 60 4.5 92 13 ...
2 ........

3 .....

.... i,j

N

In the data matrix, designated by [X], a row forms a 1 by p observa-

tional vector {xi]. An element of this vector is simply a geological

or mining entity upon which an observation or measurement has been

made. A column of the data matrix represents values measured on a

specific variable, and similarly forms a variable vector (N x 1). If
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the variables form the coordinate axes for the observations, they form
a variable space. Therefore, the data matrix can be said to consist of
N vectors of observations situated in p-dimensional space.

For the convenience of multivariate analysis, the observed values for
each variable are often standardized, i.e., the observed values are

expressed in terms of their deviations from the means, using the stan-
dard deviations as the unit of divergence. Firstly, the means of all
variables can be calculated as:

[M]-{l}{1}'[X1/N (3.1)

where: [M] • Mean matrix, N x p;

[1}
- Unit vector, N x 1;

[X] • Data matrix, N x p;

N - No. of observations;

p • No. of variables.

Secondly, the matrix of the deviate score, [Y], can be obtained by the
formula:

[Y] - [X] - [M] (3.2)

where: [Y] • Matrix of deviate scores, N x p

(other symbols as defined previously).
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Then, the matrix of variance and covariance is simply:

[S1 ·· [Yl'[Yl/N (3.3)

where: [S]
- Matrix of variance and covariance, p x p

(other symbols as defined previously).

Finally, letting [D] denote the diagonal.matrix formed by the recipro-

cal of the square root of diagonal elements of covariance matrix [S],

the formula for standardizing all the variables in a data matrix is:

[Z] · [Y]x[D] (3-4)

where: [Z]
- Matrix of standard deviates, N x p;

[Y] • Matrix of deviate scores (Eq. 3.2), N x p;

[D] - Diagonal matrix, p x p; dij - /17sij, (i - j),

dij
·

0, (i ¢ j).

or, in scalar notation:

ij aj

where: zij ¤ Standardized score for case i, variable j

(element i,j in matrix [Z1);

xij - Original value for case i, variable j

(element i,j in data matrix [X1);
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uj - Mean of variable j (element i,j in [M], uj ¤ E xij/N);

oj - Standard deviation of variable j (dj - JEEE).

For ease of expression, other useful relationships can be derived using
similar matrix notation:

[2*1 - [21//E (3.6)
[R1 - [Z*]'[Z*1 <ß.7>

where: [2*] • Matrix of small standard deviates, N x p;

[R]
- Correlation matrix, p x p;

3.2.2 Principal Component Analysis

Principal component analysis is used to explore and study the potential
structure within the data, and the relationship between several quanti-
tative variables. It is used to summarize most of the variation in a
multivariate system in fewer variables and thus provides a parsimoni-
ous, yet fairly adequate, description of the original complex (Dillon,
1984). In the analysis of multivariate data related to interaction

problems, the principal component analysis method is used to simplify
the problem and to facilitate graphical presentation. In addition, it
is used in detecting out—liers in the collected data set.

In essence, the principal component analysis consists of transforming
the original variables into a new set of variables called principal

components. Geometrically, after the transformation, observation vec-
tors are situated in an orthogonal space formed by the principal compo-
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nents. The newly obtained principal components are linear combinations

of original variables. In matrix notation, the values of principal

components -- principal component scores -- can be computed from the
values of original variables:

[PRIN] - [Z]x[E] (3.8)

where: [PRIN] - Matrix of principal component scores, N x k;
[Z] • Matrix of standard deviates, N x p (Eq. 3.4);
[E] • Matrix of eigenvectors (pattern matrix), p x k;
k • Number of components retained (k S p).

The matrix of eigenvectors [E] is developed from the original data
matrix through eigenvalue decomposition. Principal components so
obtained are uncorrelated with each other, and arranged in order of
decreasing variance, i.e. the first component accounts for the largest
amount of variance in the sample, the second component accounts for the
next largest amount of variance, and so on. Frequently, a few princi-
pal components may account for most of the variance of the original
variables. Therefore, these few components may be used to summarize
the original data into fewer dimensions and to aid in visualization of
the data with minimal error.

3.2.3 Factor Analysis

Similar to principal component analysis, factor analysis is a statisti-
cal technique used to identify a relatively small number of factors
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that can be used to represent relationships among the original sets of
many interrelated variables. Thus, the original problem can be ana-
lyzed from simple functions of the observation factor rather than from
the complicated regions in the higher-dimensional space of the original
variables. However, this method differs from principal component ana-
lysis in that, while keeping the relationships among variables and

variance of the data unchanged, it can transform, through certain rota-
tions, those correlated and difficult-to-interpret variables into a few
conceptually meaningful, relatively independent factors (Dillon, 1984).
In the current study, factor analysis is used in conjunction with the
principal component analysis method to find the grouping among vari-
ables, which may lead to a better understanding of the collected data
set and original problem.

In factor analysis, a similar linear transformation is performed as in
principal component analysis, and the factor scores for all observa-
tions can be computed as:

[FACT] · [Z*][R]°‘[A] (3-9)

where: [FACT] • Matrix of factor scores, N x q;

[Z*]
- Matrix of small deviate scores, N x p (Eq. 3.6);

[R] • Correlation matrix (Eq. 3.7), p x p;

[A] • Factor loading matrix, p x q;

q • Number of common factors retained (q S p).
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The key in factor analysis is the determination of factor loading mat-
rix [A], and there are many extraction and rotation techniques avail-

able for this purpose (Harman, 1976; SAS Institute Inc., 1982). Note
again that, although both principal component and factor analysis
require derivation of pattern matrices ([E] and [A] in Eq. 3.8 and Eq.
3.9), the former determines the pattern matrix so that the principal
components will account for maximum variance of all observed variables,
while the latter determines the matrix so that the extracted factors
will account maximally for the inter-correlation of the variables.

3.2.4 Discriminant Analysis

In contrast to principal component analysis and factor analysis, which
are primarily used to discover grouping among variables, discriminant
analysis is widely used to identify possible natural grouping among
observations. The purpose of discriminant analysis is to investigate
the relationship between a known grouping of the data and the variables
recording them. As the result of this analysis, classification crite-
ria are developed so that, based on these criteria, a particular case
can be assigned to one of the known groups (Morrison, 1976).

In discriminant analysis, similar to principal component and factor
analysis, the original variables are transformed into a new set of

variables in order to achieve maximum separation between existing

groups. The transformation equation, called linear discriminant func-

tion, can be expressed a in matrix form as:

[CAN] - [Z]x[C] (3.10)
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where: [CAN]
- Matrix of discriminant scores, N x m;

[Z] - Matrix of standard deviates (Eq. 3.4), N x p;
[C] ¤ Coefficients matrix of discriminant function, p x m;
m - Number of canonical variables retained (m S p).

The coefficient matrix [C] is estimated so that the new variables
formed will have the property of maximally separating the known groups.
Observation vectors can then be projected onto new axes, where grouping
can be more easily perceived. In this way, the information contained
in multiple independent variables is summarized in one or two new vari-
ables. With the help of this transformation, some hidden relationships
among observations, which otherwise cannot be visualized in the origi-
nal variable space, may be detected.

3.2.5 Cluster Analysis

Cluster analysis refers to a number of techniques for dividing observed
data into homogeneous groups or clusters. Although both cluster analy-
sis and discriminant analysis classify observations into categories,
there is a fundamental difference between the two methods. Discrimi-
nant analysis requires the knowledge of group membership for the cases
used to derive the classification rule, while in cluster analysis group
membership for all cases is unknown. Actually, in cluster analysis

even the number of groups is often not known beforehand.

In cluster analysis, the observations for different cases are grouped

based on their relative ”distance” which is a measure of how far apart
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two observations are. For observation vectors {xi} and {xj} (both are
row vectors), one of the definitions of distance is called Euclidean
length:

1;:d({xi}„{xj}) - [({xi}-{xj})'({xi} {xj})] (3.11)

where: d({xi},{xj}) - Euclidean distance between observation vectors
d . .{xi} an {xj}

To combine observations into clusters, other criteria must be specified
to set the limit for forming clusters. One of the methods of forming
clusters is called average linkage method. In this method, the dis-
tance between two clusters can be defined by the equation:

Dm- 2 Z d({xi},{xj})/(NmN¤) (3-12)
i•C j•C

m n

where: Dmn - Average distance between clusters Cm and Cu;
d({xi}{xj}) - Distance between observation vectors {xi} and

{xj} (Eq. 3.11);
Nm • Number of observations in cluster Cm;
Nu • Number of observations in cluster Cu.

For cases that are similar, the distance measures are small. If the

computed distance between two observations is within this limit, the

observations will be considered to be in the same cluster (Anderberg,
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1973; Massart & Kaufman, 1983).

3.2.6 Multiple Regression Analysis

Multiple linear regression methods are used to develop an equation that
summarizes the relationship between a dependent variable and a set of
independent variables. The derived equation can then be used to pre-
dict values for a dependent variable from the values of the independent
variables. The major difference between regression analysis and the
statistical methods mentioned above is that, in regression analysis, a
variable is assumed to be dependent upon others (Kleinbaum, 1978). In
applying the multiple regression analysis to the study of interaction
problems, one very natural consideration is that the degree of damage
due to interaction depends on other variables such as innerburden
thickness, extraction percentages, etc. Therefore, a linear model for
predicting damage scale (Table 3.2) can be formulated as:

[INTERP] - [V]x{b] (3.13)

where: [INTERP] - Vector of predicted damage scales, Nu x l;

[V] • New data matrix of independent variables, Nu x r+1,

(similar to [X] except that the first column is a

unit vector);

[b} ¤ Regression coefficients vector, r+l x 1;

Nu - Number of new observations;

r - Number of independent variables included in the model

<r S p).
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Table 3.2 Definition of Damage Scale for Variable INTERP (Haycocks &
Karmis, 1983).

Damage Scale

O= No damage.

l= Fractures present in the upper seom (no roof problems associated).

2= Fractures with movement visible.
3= Roof problems encountered.
4= Major roof problems encountered (entire entries caved).
5=Cool abondoned due to roof control problems.
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The coefficients vector for the independent variables is developed from
the original data matrix [X], and is chosen so that the sum of squared
differences between the observed and predicted values of the dependent
variable, based on the model, is as small as pos=ib1e. Specifically,
the coefficient vector {b} can be computed as:

{b1 - ([X*]'[X*])‘[X*]'x{INTERP} (3.14)

where: {b} • Regression coefficients vector, r+1 x 1;

[X*] - Data matrix (same as [X] in Eq. 3.1, except that the
first column is a unit vector), N x r+1;

{INTERP} • Vector of observed damage scales, N x 1.

In addition, there are many techniques available for identifying the
subset of independent variables, which are most useful for predicting
the dependent variable, INTERP. In other words, the new data matrix
[V] may have fewer variables than the original data matrix [X]. The
prediction from the regression model (Eq. 3.13) can serve as a basis
for drawing inferences about relationships among quantities in the
original problem.

3-3All five multivariate analysis techniques discussed above were used in
the analyses of interaction-related case study data. The standard
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Statistical Analysis System package (SAS Institute Inc., 1982) was used
in performing the actual computation. The results can be sumarized as
follows.

3.3.1 Some General Trends

Through sorting procedures, some interesting statistics were obtained
from the case study data. Of the 59 cases studied, 27, or 461,

reported relatively serious interaction problems (damage scale is
greater or equal to 3). Among the cases experiencing interaction prob-
lems, simultaneous mining caused the most trouble and accounted for 481
of all the cases with serious problems, while over-mining and under-
mining accounted for only 301 and 221, respectively (Table 3.3).

3.3.2 Results of Principal Component and Factor Analyses

Principal component analysis was performed on the eight quantitative
variables listed in Table 3.1. By Kaiser's rule (eigenvalue > 1), or
proportional criterion, three principal components were extracted,
which can explain approximately 711 of the total variance of the origi-
nal data. Table 3.4 tabulates the results of the principal component
analysis for cases in over-mining conditions. Similar results were
also obtained from factor analysis.

The results from principal component analysis can also be shown graphi-
cally. Figure 3.2 shows the scatter plot of 18 over—mining cases in
which two principal components, PRIN1 and PRIN3, are used as coordinate

axes instead of original variables. Here, the cases in which interac-
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Table 3.3 Summary of Case Studies Related to Interaction Problem.

(a) Simple Classification of All Case Studies;

No. of Cases % _

Total Cases Studied: 59 100

Serious Interaction: 27 46

(b) Classification of Interaction Problems by Mining Method. '

No. ofCasesSerious

Interaction: 27 100

Simultaneous Mining: 13 48
Over-Mining: 8 30

Under—Mining: 6 22
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tion was reported can be easily separated from those in which there was

no interaction. Moreover, a separating line can be derived from Figure

3.2, as:

PRIN1' - -1.257(PRIN3 + 2.5) - 2.5 (3.15)

From this equation, a general inference can be made. If the first

component score (PRIN1) for a case is greater than the value indicated

by the above equation (PRIN1'), interaction problems are likely for the

workings above an extracted lower seam. To compute the principal com-

ponent scores for one particular case, Eq. 3.8 can be used (substitut-

ing 1 for N and 3 for k), and, if it is written in scalar notation, the
Eqs. become:

PRIN1 - .5194COVER' + .6021UST' + .3012USEP' - .4436IBT' -
—.O607IBSP' - .1022LST' + .2434LSEP' - .0828TIME'

PRIN2 •-.O999COVER' - .O188UST' + .5309USEP' + .2844IBT' +

+.O858IBSP' + .4576LST' + .4791LSEP' + .4249TIME'

PRIN3 • .O517COVER' - .1262UST' — .2112USEP' - .0707IBT' +

+.7976IBSP' + .O162LST' + .4245LSEP' - .3394TIME'

(3.16)

In above Eqs., values of variables, denoted by a prime ”'”, should

standardized by their means and standard deviations (Table 3.4), using

Eq. 3.5. The coefficients in the equations also come from three eigen-

vectors listed in this table.
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3.3.3 Results of Discriminant Analysis

Discriminant analysis was used to classify the multiple-seam mines into

two groups -— one experiencing interaction problems and the other not
—- based on observed geological and mining conditions. Although no

general way of classifying the observations for all mining methods was

found, the classification of mines using over-mining methods was suc-

cessful. As shown in Figure 3.3, when observations were plotted using

two canonical scores (CAN1 and CAN2) as coordinates, the group exper-

iencing interaction problems can be easily separated from the group

experiencing no interaction effects. The separating line can be

expressed by the equations

CANl' - 2.3l7(CAN2 + 3) - 5.5 (3.17)

As shown in Figure 3.3, if the computed first canonical score (CAN1)
for a case is less than the value estimated by the above equation, it
can be classified into the group of cases that are not likely to have

interaction problems. Otherwise, interaction problems are likely.

Thus, this equation can be used for the prediction of interaction prob-

lems in over-mining conditions. In Table 3.5, which lists the results

from canonical discriminant analysis, the coefficients matrix [C]

required by Eq. 3.10 to compute the discriminant scores are given.

Similar to Eq. 3.16, the equations for calculating the first two canon-

ical scores for one particular case can be written in an explicit form:
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Table 3.5 Results From Canonical Discriminant Analysis (over—mining).

CANONICAL DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS
BETNEEN CANONICAL STRUCTURE

CAN1 CAN2 CAN3 CAN4
COVER 0.9457 0.1158 -0.2806 -0.1162UST 0.8936 -0.0285 -0.2180 0.3913USEP 0.4588 0.4613 -0.2036 0.7316
IBT -0.0822 0.8436 0.0892 -0.5231
IBSP -0.9431 -0.1285 -0.3012 0.0585
LST 0.8734 -0.0988 -0.0676 0.4721LSEP -0.5821 0.4401 0.0543 0.6816
TIME 0.2457 -0.9174 0.1679 0.2641

NITHIN CANONICAL STRUCTURE
CAN1 CAN2 CAN3 CAN4

COVER 0.0933 0.0389 -0.1038 -0.0559
UST 0.2187 -0.0237 -0.1999 0.4671
USEP 0.0847 0.2900 -0.1409 0.6590
IBT -0.0105 0.3668 0.0427 -0.3259
IBSP -0.3432 -0.1591 -0.4108 0.1038
LST 0.0696 -0.0268 -0.0202 0.1835
LSEP -0.1340 0.3450 0.0468 0.7656
TIME 0.0340 -0.4326 0.0872 0.1785

STANDARDIZED CANONICAL COEFFICIENTS
CAN1 CAN2 CAN3 CAN4

COVER -0.1119 0.3825 0.0700 -0.7285
UST 2.3024 -0.5339 -0.0162 0.5969
USEP 0.1330 0.6559 -2.3150 0.0898
IBT 0.8251 0.4927 0.1227 -0.3964
IBSP -1.4469 -0.3401 -1.7823 -0.0613LST 0.7695 0.0519 -0.0620 0.1492LSEP -1.2067 0.2922 2.2489 0.6871
TIME 0.1565 -1.0524 0.6805 0.1018
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CAN1 --.ll19COVER' +2.3024UST' + .1330USEP' + .825lIBT' -
-l.4469IBSP' + .7695LST' -1.2067LSEP' + .1565TIME'

CAN2 - .3825COVER' - .5339UST' + .6559USEP' + .4927IBT' -
-.3401IBSP' + .O519LST' + .2922LSEP' -1.0524TIME'

(3.18)

Here, again, the value for each variable submitted to the above equa-
tions should first be standardized, using the means and standard devia-
tions given in Table 3.4.

3.3.4 Results of Cluster Analysis

When cluster analysis was used to analyze all case study data, as in
discriminant analysis, no natural groups or clusters could be identi-
fied. However, when this procedure was independently performed on data
from mines using over-mining or under-mining methods, it was possible
to classify the observations according to the locations in which inter-
action problems occurred.

The locations where the interaction occurred were originally classified
into five categories: below or above a remnant pillar or pillars (A/B);
below or above the interface between the gob area and a large section
of solid coal (C/D); or not as above (E). The former four locations

and mining conditions are shown graphically in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.5(b) is the tree or icicle diagram for data from over-mining

mines, which aids in cluster identification. The vertical axis shows
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average linkage, which is defined as the average distance between all

possible distances between all points in the cluster (Eq. 3.12). On

the top of the diagram, the location of interaction problems (LINTERP)

is shown. At an average linkage level of 1.4, three clusters can be

observed, separated by blanks (cases in the same cluster are jointed by

consecutive X's). The first cluster on the left includes one B- and

two E-type locations. The second cluster starts from a type B location

and includes four D-and three E-type locations, as indicated by an

unbroken line of X's. The third cluster includes mostly B—type loca-

tions. This clustering is interesting because it indicates, with few

exceptions, that interaction problems can be classified according to

their location. Moreover, the result may imply that interaction prob-

lems occurring at the same location are due to similar reasons.

Figure 3.5(a) is the tree diagram for data from under—mining mines, and

can be similarly interpreted. Here the observed data can be put into

three clusters at an average linkage of 1.4. Apparently the cluster in

the middle of the diagram contains mainly C-type locations, while the

cluster on the right contains mainly A-type locations.

In summary, the results from cluster analysis prove that the original

classification of interaction problems by their location is reasonable.

Specifically, of all severe problems reported, 591 occurred either

below or above a remnant pillar or pillars (A- and B-type locations),

while the other 221 occurred below or above the interface between the

gob area and a large section of solid coal (C- and D—type locations).
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This strongly suggests the possibility of interaction due to stress

anomalies caused by remnant structures left in the upper or lower seams
(Table 3.6).

3.3.5 Results of Regression Analysis

No general linear models could be obtained from the data for overall

interaction problems. Although many different regression procedures

were tried, it proved impossible to extract models with significant p
R-square values (accounting for total variance explained by the model)

and satisfactory Cp statistics (a measure of total mean square of error
for the regression model). The statistically poor model may be attrib-
uted to collinearity in the data, and indirectly demonstrates the com-
plexity of interaction problems. However, statistically well-behaved
models were found when some constraints were specified for the data.

· When data were sorted into different mining methods, and innerburden
thickness between adjacent seams was limited to less than or equal to
300 feet, good linear models were obtained for close seam mines using
stepwise regression procedures.

For the data from mines using over-mining methods, the results from
regression analysis are shown in Table 3.7(a). Replacing the regres-
sion coefficients vector {b} in Eq. 3.13 by the b values listed in the

table, the following regression equation can be derived for a particu-

lar case:

INTERPO - -2.13 +.32USEP -.38LSEP +.12IBSP +.58LST (3.19)
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This model can explain 781 of the total variance (R-square
- .7799),

and has a Cp value of 2.76, making it the best of all possible models.

The error mean square of this model is also very small (.9643). In a

physical sense, the degree of damage due to interaction in over-mining

situation can be related to, according to the sequence of importance,

upper and lower seam extraction percentages (USEP & LSEP), innerburden-
sandstone or strong rock percentages (IBSP), and lower seam thickness

(LST).

Through similar procedures, a model was developed for predicting inter-

action in under-mining conditions. The regression model is given as

follows:

INTERPu ¤ 7.68 - .02IBT - .O6LSEP + .27LST (3.20)

As shown in Table 3.7(b), this is also a statistically significant

model (F-value • 8.01), and has less variance inflation than does the
other possible models (Cp

- 1.12). By comparing Eqs. 3.19 and 3.20, it
is interesting to note that interaction-controlling factors for mines

using over-mining methods are different from those for mines using

under-mining methods. In the under-mining regression model, the impor-

tant variables are innerburden thickness (IBT), lower seam extraction

percentage (LSEP,) and lower seam thickness (LST).



IV. PHOTOELASTIC MODELING

The photoelastic modeling method was used to study the interaction

mechanisms during multi-seam mining by the room-and-pillar method.

Using this experimental stress analysis method, a full distribution of

maximum shear stress field in a two-dimensional model, as well as area

of stress concentration, are easier to obtsin than when using numerical

modeling methods such as finite element. As another advantage, the

body—force loaded photoelastic model constructed of low-modulus, multi-

layer polyurethane rubber strips can simulate the stratification and

bedding of sedimentary rock because two principle engineering proper-

ties of bedding planes are assumed in the model: the low or zero ten-

sile strength in the direction perpendicular to the bedding plane, and

the relatively low shear strength of the interfaces between different

strata, both of which introduce specific modes of rock response to

mining (Brady & Brown, 1985; Neall, 1975). Therefore, the slippage and

friction between rock layers, bed separation and deformation of strata,

which are very important for the study of ground control problems in

bedded formation (Sun, 1966), are preserved in the model (Neall, 1975;

Rankilor, 1968, 1971). Nevertheless, the application of photoelastic

models in simulating mining structures also has several limitations.

Neither the non-elastic behavior of rock, the inhomogeneous and aniso-

tropy properties of rock, nor the effect of cross joints, etc. can be

quantitatively incorporated into the model. Consequently, in the study

-69-
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of interaction problems, the results from photoelastic model analysis

can only used qualitatively and cannot be directly related to any pro-

totype, as is usually done in the field of experimental stress analy-

sis.

Multi-layer photoelastic models were extensively used in early research
to study the effect of innerburden layering on load transferred from
upper seam remnant structures (Ehgartner, 1982). They also showed
potential in the process of optimizing the pillar arrangements in adja-
cent seams (Haycocks & Karmis, 1983). Other investigators have also

used similar models to study surface subsidence phenomena (Rankilor,
1968; 1971). In the current analysis, more emphasis is played on the
analysis of the effect of lower seam extraction upon upper seam work-
ings. Giving consideration to the aforementioned limitations of this
technique, only qualitative experiments were designed and conducted.

4.2 Medel Design nnn Descrip;jen_

4.2.1 Model Design

When static loading by gravity and linear elastic deformation are

assumed, the conditions for similitude between a model and prototype
are reduced to the equality of Poisson's ratio and the following equa-

tion (Obert & Duvall, 1967):

vmam/Em - vpap/Ep (4.1)
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where: ym, yp - Unit weights of model and prototype;

lm, ßp • Dimensions of model and prototype;

Em, Ep ¤ Young's modulus of model and prototype.

To satisfy this model-prototype similitude condition, the geometric

scale of the photoelastic model (lm/lp) is selected to be 1/250 of a

general prototype. Some relevant properties of the model and a gener-

alized prototype are listed in Table 4.1. As can be seen, the only

drawback in such model construction is that the value of Poisson's

ratio for the modeling material is not equal to that of rock. However,
as pointed out by some investigators (Fumagalli, 1968), this drawback
is of consequence of three-dimensional models only, and is of little
importance for two-dimensional models. From Table 4.1, the stress

scale factor for the prototype (cp/cm) can be calculated as:

dp/om • ypgp/ymßm
- Ep/Em • 625. (4.2)

4.2.2 Modeling Materials

The two-dimensional photoelastic model is built of polyurethane rubber

(PSM-4) strips which are one inch wide, 22 inches long and cut into

different thicknesses for modeling of various strata conditions. Indi-

vidual strips are cut from a commercially available polyurethane sheet

of 22 in. x 22 in. x 1 in., and polished to prevent spurious stress

formation. The polyurethane rubber selected exhibits a very low modu-

lus of elasticity but a very high sensitivity to load, and is ideal for

the study of body-loaded problems in gravitational field. In addition,
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it exhibits little mechanical or optical creep and its time-edge

effects are almost negligible (Dally & Riley, 1978; Rankilor, 1968,

1971). Through previous calibration tests (Neall, 1975), the material

fringe value of this type of polyurethane rubber was determined to be

0.46-0.49 psi./fringe/in.

4.2.3 Construction of Model

Based on previous research findings and results from cluster analysis

(Chapter 3), two types of models were constructed corresponding to

conditions of over-mining an isolated remnant pillar (model type I) and

over-mining an interface between the gob area and a large section of

solid coal (model type II). The photoelastic models constructed repre-

sented a cross section parallel to the direction of face advance, and

perpendicular to the longitudinal direction of the lower seam remnant

structure. The pillar was represented by a small block of polyurethane

rubber and the solid coal by a rubber strip of the modeled seam

height. As a rule, the caved area was resembled by a thinner strip of

one half of the modeled seam height (pillar height), simulating 501

maximum subsidence. Different models were constructed to study the

effect of relative location of adjacent workings, effect of innerburden

layering, and subsidence process.

4-34.3.1 Measurements of Magnitude and Direction of Stresses

The basic measurement quantities in the photoelastic analysis were
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maximum shear stress and its direction. This selection was not only
because these quantities were easy to obtain from isochromatics and

isoclinics under a polariscope, but also because they were of primarily

importance for rock which was susceptible to tensile and shear failure.

The magnitude of maximum shear stress can be related to the isochro-

matic fringe order observed under the polariscope by the stress—optic

law in the following form (Dally 8 Riley, 1978):

‘„..„ ' ‘$‘°= · °·> ‘ EE "*·”
where: tmax - Maximum shear stress at a point in the photoelastic

model;

0,,0, • Principal stress in the plane of the model, psi;

N - Isochromatic fringe order;

f - Material fringe value or stress—optical coefficient,

psi/in;

h • Model thickness, in.

At each point of interest, isochromatic fringe orders were counted from
the isostatic point, or free boundary, where stress conditions were

known. Fractional fringe orders were obtained by the Tardy compensa-
tion method. At these locations, the isoclinics were also obtained in
order to determine, firstly, the directions of principal stresses, and

then the directions of maximum shear stress at these points. A full

field of isochromatics was also photographed for each differently con-
structed model.
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4.3.2 Measurements of Displacement Field

As another method of verifying the results of photoelastic analysis,

the actual displacement of modeling material was also measured. This

was accomplished by using an instrument with a microscope which can

measure both horizontal and vertical movement with accuracy of up to

0.1 mm. The obtained displacement fields were used to obtain the sub-

sidence curves in the strips above the modeled opening and cluster of

inflection points of each stratum. The actual stress concentration

zones were also mapped, following similar procedures.

4-44.4.1 Stress Distribution Over an Excavated Area

The stress distribution above an excavated area is studied by recording

fringe patterns and measuring fringe orders in individual strips simu-

lating roof strata, as the size of an opening simulating lower seam

extraction is increased. Figure 4.1 shows the isochromatics recorded

by a camera when the opening size is six inches, and is typical of all

fringe patterns at other opening sizes. There are three stress distri-

bution zones due to the creation of the opening which can be identified

from such a fringe pattern: (A) tensile/compressive zone; (B)

destressed zone; and (C) tensile/shear zone. Firstly, the ten-

sile/compressive zone (A) is a stress-increased zone enclosed by an

arch-shaped curve directly above the opening. Within this zone, each
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layer of the model behaves like a continuous beam loaded by its own

weight, and, because of its deformation, the vertical load outside this
arch-shaped zone is released. Each individual beam has its own neutral
plane, above which there is a compression zone and below which there is
a zone in tension. Horizontally, the magnitudes of stresses do not

vary very much in the same layer, as indicated by long fringes parallel
to stratification. However, the stresses near the mid-span area are

higher than at the boundary of the tensile/compressive zone. Verti-
cally, the magnitude of stresses gradually decreases as the location of
the layer becomes further away from the opening. Secondly, the
destressed zone forms an arch—shaped band outside of the ten-

sile/compressive zone described above. This destressed zone (B) starts
some distance off of the rib edges on both sides of the opening, and
represents the transition zone between tensile and compressive

stresses. The third zone, the tensile/shear zone (C), is another area
of increased stress and extends from the area above the rib edges to
form the support of the pressure arch, from which the vertical load
from above is distributed on both sides of the opening. On each side
of the opening, this zone forms an elongated ellipse with its longer

axis tilted toward the opening. Within this zone, the strip is both

loaded by the overburden, and by the friction force between layers.
Consequently, the layers in this region are most likely to be affected

by tensile and shear stresses.

The subsidence process and redistribution of stresses in the overburden

over a single seam excavation can be simulated by varying the width of
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the opening. Figure 4.2 shows the location and shape of the three
stress distribution zones traced at different opening widths. It is
interesting to note that, when the opening size is small, as in Figure
4.2 (a), the immediate roof strata are within the stress-released zone.
As the opening size increases, the sizes of the tensile/compressive and
tensile/shear zones (A, C) described above will also grow (Figure 4.2
(b)—(f)). However, when the size of the opening reaches 14 in., which
happens to be equal to modeled overburden depth, the roof stratum comes
into contact with the caved material (simulated by a thin strip).
Consequently, the stress distribution over the wide opening changes:
the original arch-shaped tensile/compressive zone (A) splits at the
bottom into two arch-shaped zones, joined together at the center of the
opening (Figure 4.2(g)). Nevertheless, the tensile/shear zone (C)
above the rib edges continues to extend upward. So do the two stress-
released bands (Figure 4.2(h)).

4.4.2 Displacement Distribution Over an Excavated Area

The results of displacement measurement agree very well with the
observed stress field (Figure 4.3). The inflection points of different
layers lie almost in the center of the destressed band B described in
the previous section. When the opening size is sufficiently wide, the
cluster of inflection points forms a hyperbola curve (Figure 4.3).
This unique formation was also noticed by Rankilor (1968) and termed as
a "wedge shaped” arch. Another interesting observation is that bed

separation usually occurs when the upper layer is thicker than the
lower.
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Figure 4.3 Displacement at Different Horizons (opening width:
10”,l4”).
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All of these findings are analogous to certain field observations. For
example, in field studies, ”chimney”-type caving at shallow depths,

which resembles the ”wedge shaped” stress distribution in such an

idealized model, has been reported. It can be theorized that, in the
vicinity of a lower seam remnant structure, the vertical load is high
due to the abutment pressure. Therefore the strata will not be able to
slip horizontally and will behave like a clamped beam or plate.
Consequently, the subsidence curves formed by these strata will have
their inflection points at locations away from the remnant structure
and close to the gob. At more shallow depths, however, the vertical
load is decreased and slippage and separation between adjacent strata
are more likely. Thus a trough wider than the mined-out area will be
formed. The inflection point of individual strata will also shift
toward the area above a solid, unmined seam. These remarks, of course,

need to be further verified by field measurements as they tend to dif-
fer from common subsidence theories.

4.4.3 Stress Distribution Over Remnant Structures

Figure 4.4 shows a typical isochromatic fringe pattern generated over a
simulated gob line interface. The three different stress zones (A, B,

C) described in section 4.4.1 can also be identified. If such stress

distribution can be assumed to represent the prototype, some inferences
can be made. As illustrated in Figure 4.5, in the vicinity of a gob

line interface the most critical area is the tensile/compressive zone

(A), enclosed by the pressure arch, because the strata in this zone are
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not only under tensile stress but are also free from vertical load.
Therefore, the strata in this region may separate, slip and tend to
fail in tension (Figure 4.6). In fact, such bed separation and tensile
or shear fracture above longwall faces have been confirmed by actual
measurements and observations (Whittaker 8 Hodgkinson, 1971).

The stress distribution over a modeled remnant pillar is similar to
that over a gob line interface (Figure 4.7). The stress concentration
zone above the remnant pillar is about 1.5 times the size of the rem-
nant pillar, and the influence angle (from the vertical) is 26 degrees.
There are also two destressed areas on both sides of the remnant pil-
lar, which are formed because of the deformation of layers over the
modeled gob area. At some distance from the center line of the remnant
pillar, stress conditions resume their undisturbed state.

4.4.4 Effect of Relative Locations of Workings on Two Seams
A series of models were constructed to model mining conditions over a
remnant structure left in the lower seam. A strip simulating the
retreating pillar line was advanced at different relative locations
with respect to the modeled remnant structure, in order to study the
stress variations around the face when passing over the stress concen-
tration zone above a remnant pillar or gob line interface. Figure 4.8
shows the fringe orders measured, which are related to maximum shear

stress by Eq. 4.3, in the modeled upper seam roof, face and floor as
functions of relative distance to the center line of the lower seam
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pillar (model type I). When the face moves toward the lower seam pil-

lar (from left to right in the figure), there is a general decrease in
stresses in roof, face and floor when the modeled pillaring line is at
a distance (X) of about 1.5 times the width of the remnant pillar (Wm)

from the center of that pillar. It is believed that, at this position,
the retreating face is within the protective arch, which has one abut-

ment at the compacted gob area and another shifted to the area above

the lower seam remnant pillar. As the face moves further, the fringe
order increases. However, it is interesting to note that the highest
fringe value is not reached when the face moves directly over the lower
seam pillar but when the face is just about to leave the pillar edge
and approach the area above the lower seam gob (X/Wm

- 0.5). This may
be explained by the fact that, at this position, the coal seam ahead of
face deforms with the innerburden and cannot accept much load. There-
fore, most of the load from above is concentrated upon the face itself,
resulting in a peak value. The stress decreases as the face moves away
from the center line of the pillar and reaches its smallest value at a
distance 2.5-3 times the width of the remnant pillar (X/Wm • 2.5~3).
At this position, the face is within a new arch, which has shifted the
overburden load to the gob above the lower seam pillar behind the face
and to the coal seam ahead of face. The stress then increases until it
returns to normal, as the face moves further away from the pillar in

the lower seam.

A similar trend can also be observed for the model simulating mining
above a lower seam interface of gob and coal (model type II). Figure
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4.9 represents fringe order curves corresponding to different locations
relative to lower seam interface. Note that there is also a stress-
decreased zone before the upper seam pillaring face comes close to the
interface, and that the stresses are sharply increased to peak values
at a distance equal to 6.5 times the modeled seam height.

4.4.5 Effect of Innerburden Thickness

When the innerburden thickness between two seams was changed in the
model, curves of fringe order versus distance from the center line of
the lower seam pillar also changed (Figure 4.10). A similar set of
curves for modeling the pillaring line passing over a lower seam gob
line interface is also shown in Figure 4.11. By comparing the maximum
shear stress (represented by fringe order N) at the center of the imme-
diate roof at different innerburden thicknesses, it is easy to see
that, as the innerburden becomes smaller, the magnitude of maximum
shear stress will increase. On the contrary, as the innerburden
becomes thicker, the interactive effect from the lower seam structure
will becomes less dramatic, as is indicated by a more shallow bell-
shaped curve. In addition, when the innerburden is thick, there is no
indication of the decrease in stress when the face approaches the lower
seam structure as there is for thinner innerburden, but the range over
which the stress increases is wider. This trend implies that, for a
thick innerburden, the interactive effect due to lower seam structure
may be small in magnitude but can be transmitted to a wide area. More-
over, consistent with field displacement measurements, thick or rigid
innerburden I€8i8tS dcfcrmatiou but induces a high stress concentra-
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tion.

4.4.6 Effect of Innerburden Layering

Figure 4.12 shows a set of curves, relating the maximum fringe orders

measured in the vicinity of the modeled pillaring line to the number of
layers in the innerburden when the thickness of innerburden was kept
constant. Obviously, the effect of innerburden layering is comparable
to that of innerburden thickness. When the number of layers between
two seams is small, the innerburden behaves like a rather rigid beam
and deforms moderately. As a consequence, the stress in the vicinity
of pillaring face in the upper seam does not vary much as the face
approaches a lower seam structure. On the contrary, if there are more
layers between seams, or if the innerburden is composed of mainly thin
beds, the strata will deform more, and as the retreating face comes
close to a remnant structure the stress near the face area will change
dramatically.
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V. QUANTIZATION OF INTERACTION MECHANISMS

5.1 Introduction

As stated in Chapter 2, the experience to date in multiple-seam mining

has showed that interaction problems can be caused by abnormal stress
conditions developed due to previous mining in adjacent seam, and that

observed interaction problems can be explained by various interaction

mechanisms. In Chapters 3 and 4, some new trends and interesting

observations have been revealed by statistical analysis and by the

photoelastic modeling method. However, in order to apply the described

mechanisms and trends to the actual processes of multiple-seam mining

design and interaction prediction, they must first be quantified tho-

roughly. In other words, it is necessary to quantitatively describe

the complex relationships between various factors related to interac-

tion. Particularly, guidance is needed for the prediction of critical

zone(s) under the high stress which is induced by remnant structures

left in an adjacent seam, and for discovering design criteria for room-

and-pillar systems which can avoid or alleviate adverse ground control

problems due to interaction. In this chapter, five major interaction

mechanisms are examined and quantified systematically.

5.2 Pillar Load Transfer

This mechanism states that the upper seam extraction will cause the

overburden load to be concentrated over remnant structures -- isolated
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pillars or large sections of unmined coal left in upper seam. When the

interval between upper seam and lower seam is small, such concentrated

loads can be transmitted through the innerburden and thereby cause

unstable conditions in lower workings. The interaction problems caused

by such load transfers are usually characterized by severe pressure and

large convergence. By using the empirically modified analytical solu-

tion from the theory of elasticity, this pillar load transfer concept

can be used in lower seam design and interaction prediction.

5.2.1 Load Distribution Under Remnant Structures in the Upper Seam

The load distribution under a remnant pillar or gob line interface,

i.e. the load which resides on top of the innerburden, can be assumed

to be similar to that over a pillar or near a longwall face (Wilson,

1977; 1982). For ease of later stress calculation, the load can be

separated into two parts: increased load due to load concentration over
a remnant structure: and normal load due to overburden weight. figure
Sil shows, in two-dimensional space, the hypothetical load increment

distribution under and in the vicinity of three types of remnant struc-

tures: the gob line interface, a wide remnant pillar (150'< Wp < 300'),

and a narrow remnant pillar (Wp < 150'). As can be seen, the load

distributions have been simplified into linear functions and can be

separated into de-stressed zones near the remnant structure (b,), yield

zone near a pillar or gob line edge (b), stress—increased zone for the

gob line interface (b,), and core zone for a wide remnant pillar (2b,).

The value of these parameters as well as load concentration factors K

and K, can be determined empirically. Based on the early works of
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Wilson (1977), the value of b and bl can be estimated as 0.015H and

O.3~O.4H respectively, where H is the cover depth. Additionally, b,

can be assumed to be equal to 9b, and b, can take the value of 0.2Wp,

where Wp is the width of a wide remnant pillar (Lu, 1984). The load

concentration factors K and K, vary from 1 to 4, depending upon

strength properties of surrounding rock and coal, depth, and structural

features (Lu, 1984; Wilson, 1977; Peng 1986). When the incremental

load function is determined, it can be superimposed with normal load to

obtain final stress distribution within the innerburden. An example of

such superimposition is illustrated in Figure 5.2 for the case of a

narrow remnant pillar.

5.2.2 Stress Distribution Below Remnant Structures

Because of the existence of a remnant structure, stress distributions

in the innerburden and below will change from the original quasi-

hydrostatic stress field due to weight of overburden strata. If the

remnant structure is relatively long in one horizontal direction, the

stress distribution below it, on a section perpendicular to this direc-

tion, can be examined as a plane strain problem. When the load distri-

bution on top of the innerburden is known, the magnitude and distribu-

tion of stresses under this load can be calculated using analytical

solution based on the theory of elasticity.

Consider a concentrated line load P acting normal to the surface of a

semi—infinite, homogeneous, elastic, and isotropic medium. The

stresses at any point p(x,z) in the medium can be expressed in Carte-
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sian coordinates as (Obert & Duvall, 1967):

G , (.Z£)..E§i...
x n (x“+z*)'

ZP z’
cz - ( n )(x*+z*)' (S°l)

X _ ( ZP) z*x
xz n (x*+z*)*

where: ox, oz, txz
• Horizontal, vertical, and shear stresses;

x, z • Horizontal and vertical coordinates;

P • Concentrated line load.

For a semi-infinite half plane with different load distribution func-

tions, q,(x), q,(x),..q;(x)..., on different regions of its boundary,

[x,,, x,,], [x,,, x,,],..[x;,, x;,]..,, the stresses at any point

p(x,z) in the half plane can be obtained in the following manner:

firstly, substitute the concentrate load P in Eq. 5.1 by load function

q;(x) and integrate it over respective region [x;,,x;,]; then, summa-

rize the stress components contributed to this point by different load-

ing regions. This process can be expressed in a general form as:

Xi:2x
, ¤ ,

[<x-E)‘+z“]'
X11

2 Xi: Z: . E)„•z (5.2)
X11
xi: 2t, _ mi} z §x-€)g•,(E) lg}xz , ¤ X, [(x-€)*+z“1“
ll
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where: o°x,o'z,t'xz ¤ Horizontal, vertical, and shear stresses;
xii, xi, • Integration limits for ith loading region;

x, z • Horizontal and vertical distances from origin;

qi(£) • Load function on ith region, qi(€)•Kifi(£)

E • Intermediate variable, E • [xii,xi,];

K; • Stress concentration factor for ith region.

In this particular case, the load functions qi(x) only took into

account the incremental load caused by remnant structures and, there-

fore, Eq. 5.2 only computed the stresses due to the increment loads

shown in Figure 5.1. Following the law of stress superimposition, the

stresses at any point below upper seam level are the summation of

stresses due to incremental load and uniform load at the upper seam

level imposed by overburden weight (Figure 5.2). The stresses due to

overburden weight can be calculated as:

c”x o”z

o"z · yH (5.3)

t”xz ¤ O
where: v • Average Poisson's ratio of the strata;

y • Unit weight of overburden strata;

H - Cover depth. -

Finally, also considering the stresses due to innerburden weight, the

pre-mining stresses at lower seam level become:

6*x - ¤·x
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*0 Z - 0'Z + 0"Z + yIBT (5.4)

t*xz - t'xz + tnxz + 0

where: IBT - Innerburden thickness

(other symbols as defined above).

Using Eqs. 5.2 through 5.4, the stresses at any point below a remnant

structure can be readily determined by means of computer. Some results

are graphically shown in Figures 5.3 - 5.5.

5.2.3 Effect of Innerburden Layering on Stress Distribution

Since the discussion so far has assumed the innerburden below the upper

seam remnant structure to be homogeneous, elastic, and isotropic, the

stresses calculated from Eq. 5.4 are also limited to these ideal condi-

tions. Therefore, for actual field design or prediction, these results

must be modified to include some relevant geological features. One

major characteristic is the effect of stratification on stress distri-

bution in the innerburden (Figure 2.8). In this respect, two trends

showing agreement have been found, both from theoretical work (Brady &

Brown, 1985; Goodman, 1980) and experimental studies (Gaziev & Erlikh-

man, 1971; Ehgartner, 1982). First, when the load is vertical and the

medium below has horizontal stratification, in the direction perpendic-

ular to stratification, the load will transfer deeper than if the

medium is made of isotropic materials; second, in the direction paral-

lel to stratification, the area under the influence of load will be

narrower than if the medium is made of isotropic materials. Summariz—
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ing the experimental results of Ehgartner (1982), three equations for

stress intensity factors can be derived (Grenoble, 1985):

For layers greater than five feet thick:

a, - 0.0172n* — 0.284n + 1.03 (n S 5) (5.5)

For layers less than five feet thick:

c, • 0.00956n* - 0.1977n + 0.9889 (H S 8) (5.6)

For a massive, isotropic foundation:

¤ - 0.00956n* - 0.1977n + 0.9889 (N S 4) (5.7)

where: ¤, ¤,, a, • Stress intensity factors;

n • Ratio of the vertical distance below the remnant

pillar to the width of the remnant pillar, n¤Z/Wp.

Therefore, considering the innerburden stratification, the final stress

at a specified point below an upper seam remnant structure can be modi-

fied from Eq. 5.4 into:

*c ¤ (1 + A¤)o (5.8)

where: o - Final stress, taking into account layering effect;
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Ac - Stress concentration factor due to innerburden layering

(calculated from Eqs. 5.5-5.7, Aa ¤ ¤,—¤ or Ac - ¤,-a);

c*
- Stress calculated from Eq. 5.4.

5.3 Arching Effect

5.3.1 Generalized Arching Concept

The generalized arching concept is based on the original pressure arch

theory (Chapter 2) and observations from photoelastic model studies

(Chapter 4). It can be stated as follows: when the lower seam is

extracted and the width of excavation exceeds a certain critical width

(the maximum width of the pressure arch) the pressure arch predicted by

original arching theory spanning the whole extracted area will not

exist. However, when a remnant structure is present in the lower seam

and the imediate and/or main roof of the lower seam are relatively

strong, a pressure arch similar to that theorized by the original

arching theory may exist in the vicinity of the remnant structure, with

one abutment on the remnant structure and the other on the caved and

compacted gob material. Within such a pressure arch, the strata deform

and do not support the vertical load from the entire overburden, but

the deformation will result in tensile stress or fracture in the

strata. Outside or on the boundary of such a pressure arch, there will
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be a zone forming the abutment of the arch, which is under tensile,

shear and compressive stresses. When upper seam workings intersect

with either or both of these stressed areas within or outside such a

pressure arch formed near a lower seam remnant structure, interaction

problems will occur.

5.3.2 Determination of Pressure Arch Parameters

Maximum Width of Pressure Arch: This parameter is defined as the

maximum span over which the overburden load can be ”bridged” to solid

sides of an opening. When such a width is exceeded, the overburden

load will come back to the strata above the opening. Based on empiri-

cal analysis (Holland, 1973), the lower limit of this width can be

related to cover depth (Eq. 2.8). Similarly, an equation for the

upper limit of such width can be determined from the same set of data

(Figure 5.6):

L"a • 0.09H + 270 (5.9)

where: L"a • Upper limit of maximum pressure arch width;

H • Cover depth.

Assuming that the variation of measured data is caused by the physical

condition of overburden strata, characterized by the percentage of

sandstone or hard rock in overburden, another empirical formula for

estimation of the width of the maximum pressure arch can be given as:
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La • L'a +
(L”a

· L'a)HR/100 (5.10)

where: La - Pressure arch width, ft.;

L'a · Lower limit of maximum width of pressure arch

(Eq. 2.8), ft.;

L"a • Upper limit of maximum width of pressure arch

(Eq. 5.9), ft.;

HR • Overburden (above lower seam) sandstone or hardrock

percentage.

Another empirical way for determining pressure arch width near a rem-

nant structure is to assume that this width is equal to the ”bridging"

distance from the rib to where the roof strata come into contact with

caved, compacted materials in the gob. Thus, another set of formulae

can be obtained:

La • 0.3H (for soft roof strata, IBSP < 40)
(5.11)La • 0.5H (for strong roof strata, IBSP > 40)

where: La • Pressure arch width, ft.;

H - Cover depth, ft.;

IBSP · Innerburden sandstone or hardrock percentage.

Height of Pressure Arch: The height of the pressure arch in the vici-

nity of a remnant structure, like its width, can also be determined

empirically. Since the major concern here is the possible damage of
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strata near upper seam due to the tensile/compressive stress within the

pressure arch (Figure 4.1), it is reasonable to use the empirical for-

mula for estimation of the fracture zone created by extraction of the

lower seam. Firstly, the height of the caving zone (Figure 2.11) can

be determined by equation:

mHc ' (1: —l)cos0 (5*12)
where: HC • Height of caving zone, ft.;

m • Seam thickness or mining height, ft.;

k • Bulking factor of roof strata, k - 1.1-1.4;

9 • Seam inclination.

Then, the fracture zone height (Hf) can either be assumed to be 2 to 6

times that of caving height, or may be estimated by another empirical

formula (Peng, 1986):

Hf • (30 - 50)m (5.13)

where: m - Seam thickness or mining height, ft.

These empirical relationship has been proven by the field measurements

of many researchers (Dahl & Von Schonfeldt, 1976; Wade & Conroy, 1980).

If the Variation of fracture zone height shown in Eq. 5.13 can also be

assumed to relate to strata properties, a modified equation using sand-

stone or hardrock percentage in the innerburden as "weight” can be

given as:
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Ha • (30 + 0.2IBSP)LST (5.14)

where: Ha - Height of pressure arch near a remnant structure in

the lower seam, ft.;

IBSP ¤ Innerburden sandstone of hardrock percentage;

LST • Lower seam thickness or mining height, ft.

5.3.3 Determination of Critical Area in the Upper Seam

Once the width and height of the pressure arch can be determined, the

arching zone, or the boundary of the tensile/compressive zone hanging

near the remnant structure, can be obtained by the equation:

L 2
x' -

—Zä;(Ha - y) (5.15)

where: x,y - Horizontal and vertical coordinates, ft.;

La • Width of the pressure arch (Eq. 5.10 or 5.11), ft.;

Ha - Height of the pressure arch (Eq. 5.14), ft.

If the upper seam can be represented by a horizontal line, the location

of the critical zone in the upper seam can be seen as the line segment

within the arch defined by Eq. 5.15 (Figure 5.7). If the innerburden

is thick (A'-B' in Figure 5.7), the upper seam may only be affected by

the abutment zone which is extended from the edge of the lower seam

remnant structure. If the innerburden is small (A—B in Figure 5.7),

the upper seam may not only be affected by the abutment zone mentioned

above but may also be affected by the tensile/compressive stress zone
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within the pressure arch. It should be noted, however, that the criti-

cal area determined in this way is rather conservative. On one hand,

it is possible that the tensile/compressive (A) and tensile/shear (C)

zones near the remnant structure (Figures 4.4-4.6) will join together,

forming a larger disturbed area near the remnant structure. On the

other hand, since the pressure arch height used is based on the frac-

ture zone height, it is also possible that the entire region over the

lower seam gob is within the fractured area (Figure 2.l1(a)). There-

fore the problem area may be wider than predicted.

5.4 Upper Seam Subsidence

This mechanism assumes that, at some distance over the extracted lower

seam, beyond the caving and fracturing zones (Figure 2.ll(a)), the

deformation of strata in the vicinity of unmined upper seam will

resemble the deformation on the surface. Such deformation or subsi-

dence will induce stress concentrations in areas over remnant struc-

tures left in the lower seam, because in these areas the curvature of

the subsidence profiles of the strata is a maximum. Consequently, some

interaction problems can be encountered in these areas, such as roof

falls or possible floor heave. By adapting surface subsidence theory

to the upper seam condition, the critical zone in the upper seam under

high tensiie or compressive stress can be predicted, and thereby design
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considerations can be derived in order to avoid unstable conditions in

upper seam workings.

5.4.1 Subsidence Prediction - Influence Function Method

The influence function method is one comonly used method for surface

subsidence prediction. In this method, a so-called influence function

is assumed, which is used to describe the amount of influence exerted

at the surface by an infinitesimal elements of an extraction area. As

shown in Figure 5.8(a), the element dA at depth H creates a very flat

trough at surface, the deepest point of which lies vertically over the

extraction element, and the margin of which is determined by the influ-

ence angle B or influence radius R. For an arbitrary point P, a very

small amount of subsidence, ds, can be assumed to be a function of the

radial distance r from the center of the trough (or as a function of

the oblique distance from the extraction element to point P, or as a

function of zone angle C). The integration of this function over a

certain excavated area will represent the subsidence at point P

(Kratzsch, 1983; Knothe, 1957). Figure 5.8(b) shows the definitions of

some basic parameters of this method. In the Appalachian region, the

most applicable function is found to be the bell-shaped Gaussian func-

tion. For the case of critical and supercritical extraction (width-to-

depth ratio > 1.2), the half-subsidence profile on one side of the

symmetric axis of the subsidence trough can be obtained from the fol-

lowing equation (Karmis et al., 1987; Schilizzi, 1987):

5 •
$(x) ·

-2ää I (5.16)
Gt,
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(a) The Elementary Trough Created at the Surface by the Extraction
Element dA Shoving Basic Parameters for Influence Function
Method: Influence Angle (B), Influence Radius (R), (after
Kratzsch, 1983).
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(b) Definitions of Basic Parameters for Surface Subsidence Prediction:
H - depth; r - influence radius; I.P. - inflection point; d - in-
flection point offset; B - influence angle; Smax - maximum subsi-
dence on surface (Schilizzi, 1987).

Figure 5.8 Prediction of Surface Subsidence by Influence Function
Method.
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where S(x) · Subsidence at point x;

S • Maximum subsidence possible;max
tl • Lower limit, tl • rk//F;

x • Distance from origin (inflection point);

r • Radius of principal influence;

X ¤ Intermediate variable, k
-

Jn(x/r).

From Eq. 5.16, the curvature of the subsidence curve, K(x) can be

obtained as the second derivative of S(x):

S3 _ 3K(x) _ d Sgxg _ zke A ( max ) (5.17)
dx r

The horizontal strain E(x) can then be approximately estimated as a

linear function of curvature K(x) (Karmis, et al., 1987):

E(x) • BsK(x) (5.18)

where Bs - Horizontal strain factor, Bs - (0.35 1 0.05)r.

From the above equation., it is easy to show that the maximum horizon-

tal strains are located at x · 10.4r on both sides of the inflection

point, and can be computed as:

E - 6 1 6216 (ää) (s 19)max s ° r' ° s r* °
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The predicted subsidence profile, curvature profile and strain profile

from Eqs. 5.16, 5.17, and 5.18 can be seen in Figure 5.9.

5.4.2 Determination of Basic Subsidence Parameters

Maximum subsidence (Smaxgz This parameter is defined as the maximum

possible vertical movement of a point on the surface due to extraction

of a critical area. It corresponds, in general, to the seam thickness

multiplied by the subsidence factor. From experiences reported in this

region, it can be observed that the subsidence factor (the ratio

between maximum subsidence and the mining height) varies from 0.20 to

0.76 for seams extracted by the longwall method, and from 0.20 to 0.65

for those extracted by the room-and-pillar method. Based on the subsi-

dence measurements in this region, the maximum subsidence can be shown

as a function of the panel width-to-depth ratio and the percent of hard

rock material in the overburden (Karmis, et al., 1987):

-äE£§—
· [0 869 - —-—Q-Q2-——](0 12 + 0 66e_°oOO34HR3) (5 20)mR ° (W/H)-0.43 ° ° °

where Smax • Maximum subsidence, ft.;

m - Mining height, ft.;

R - Extraction percentage;

W ¤ Width of extraction, ft.;

H - Overburden depth, ft.;

HR - Hardrock percentage in the overburden.
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Note, the above equation was derived from cases in which the seams were

mined out by a high extraction room-and-pillar method.

Angle of influence QB): This is one of the basic parameters used in the

influence function method. It is defined as the angle between the

horizontal and the line connecting the edge of the influence zone and

the edge of workings (Figure 5.8(b)). The value of this parameter has

a great significance on the characteristics of the subsidence profile,

as well as on the subsequently computed curvature and strain. From

subsidence measurement, it was found that the angle of influence varies

with overburden strata properties, seam depth, seam inclination, and

seam thickness, as well as with mining method. For example, strong

strata usually corresponds with a higher angle of influence (Geng &

Peug, 1983). However, in the Appalachian region, no good relation-

ships between these variables and the angle of influence could be

established statistically for prediction purposes. From the monitored

case studies, as well as from other collected data pertaining to this

region, an average value for this angle was (Karmis et al., 1987):

ß • arctan(2.31 t 0.40) (5.21),

The influence angle ß computed from above equation ranges from 62.4 to

69.7 degrees. This range is comparable to that of the angle of draw

(angle between the vertical and the line connecting the edge of the

workings and the edge of the subsidence trough) measured in the same

region, which is between 12 and 34 degrees. For critical extractiou

(when the panel width-to-depth ratio exceeds 1.2), the constant angle
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of draw is approximately 28 degrees (Karmis, et al., 1981; 1983).

Radius of influence gr): As shown in Figure 5.8(b), once the influence

angle is determined, the radius of the influence area, r, is given by:

r - H/tanß (5.22)

where: r - Radius of influence;

H — Cover depth;

B - Angle of influence.

Offset of inflection point gd): The inflection point is the transition

point from where the subsidence profile changes from a concave to a

convex curve, and vice versa. Therefore, it is also the transition

point from which the horizontal compressive stress on the surface

changes to tensile stress. At this point, the slope reaches a maximum,

and vertical displacement reaches one half of maximum subsidence at the

center of the trough, while the curvature and horizontal strain vanish

(Figure 5.9). Under normal conditions, the inflection point is located

over the gob area near the extracted panel edge. From early experi-

ence, it has been seen that the offset of the inflection point -- the

horizontal distance between the inflection point and the panel edge

-- depends on the properties of the overburden strata and the size of

the gob. In this region, the following empirical equation has been

derived for the prediction of inflection point location on the surface

over an area extracted either by longwall or room-and-pillar methods
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(Karmis et al., 1987):

d 0.06
H - 0.29 - (W/H _ 0.5) (5.23)

where: d • Offset of inflection point from edge of excavation (positive

when over gob area);

H • Cover depth;

W • Width of excavation.

From a similar study (Karmis, et al., 1981), the inflection point was

found to be located about 0.20H over the gob for critical or super-

critical extractions.

5.4.3 Determination of Critical Zone in the Upper Seam

When utilizing the subsidence concept in the study of upper seam inter-

action problems, the major interest is the prediction of the critical

zone under tensile stress and the magnitude of tensile strain, because

the tensile strength of rock is very small and the tensile stress or

strain zone is where the interaction problem is likely to occur. By

using the research results from surface subsidence studies (Eq. 5.20),

the maximum subsidence at the upper seam horizon can be estimated by

the equation:

0.03 -.O0034IBSP'
S'max ¤ [(.869- (W/IBT)_0·43)(.12+.66e )]LST¤LSEP

(5.24)

where: S'max - Maximum subsidence of strata near upper seam, ft.;
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W ¤ Width of lower seam gob, ft.;

IBT ¤ Innerburden thickness, ft.;

IBSP · Innerburden sandstone or hard rock percentage;

LST • Lower seam thickness, ft.;

LSEP - Lower seam extraction percentage.

Similarly, the radius of influence at the upper seam horizon can be

given as:

r' • IBT/tanß (5.25)

where: r' - Radius of influence at the upper seam horizon, ft.;

IBT - Innerburden thickness, ft.;

B • Angle of influence.

By substituting innerburden thickness, IBT, for overburden depth, H in

Eq. 5.23, the location of the inflection point for strata above or

below the upper seam can be estimated by a modified equation:

0.06d' - [0.29 - (W/IBT) _ (5.26)

where: d' · Offset of inflection point from the edge of lower seam

excavation (positive when over gob area), ft.;

IBT • Innerburden thickness, ft.;

W - Width of lower seam gob, ft.
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For a different span of lower seam gob, the location of the inflection

point at different innerburden thicknesses can be seen in Figure 5.10.

Next, as shown in Figure 5.9, the location of maximum tensile and com-

pressive strain can be found at x • 10.4r from the inflection point.

It should be noted that the stress condition underground is different

from that on the surface. In surface subsidence analysis, because the

surface is treated as a line instead of as a beam or plate, only the

convex side of the inflection point is considered to cause tensile

strain. At the upper seam level, however, the roof strata must be

treated as a beam. The deformation or subs1d¢¤¤¤ of this beam will

induce tensile stress on top of it on one side of inflection point,

where the neutral axis of the roof bed will deform to a convex curve,

and also will induce tensile stress on the bottom of the roof bed on

the other side of the inflection point, where the neutral axis of the

roof bed deforms to a concave curve, as observed in photoelastic models

(Figure 4.5). Consequently, the critical zone under tensile stress

extends to a distance equal to the radius of influence on both side of

inflection point. The critical zone on both sides of a remnant pillar

can also be predicted in a similar fashion, assuming the remnant pillar

as two opposing gob line interfaces. Depending on the width of the

remnant pillar, the strain profiles from the two pillar edges may or

may not overlap (Figure 5.11).
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5.5.1 Innerburden Bending Concept

When the lower seem is extracted, the innerburden may bend toward the

gob area under its own weight like a beam, assuming at least some of

the innerburden has not yet lost its structural integrity. The bending

of the innerburden will induce an increased compressive stress zone at

the upper seam where it is ”clamped", in the same way that a clamped

beam exerts force on its two ends (Figure 5.12(a)). One may also rea-

son according to pressure arch theory (Section 5.3.1) that the deforma-

tion of the innerburden may shift some of the original load above the
upper seam toward the area over the remnant structure, causing high

compressive stresses. In other words, the abutment pressure above the

lower seam remnant structure is transmitted upward (Figure 5.l2(b)).

Upward strata movement above unmined coal seams caused by such bending

action has been observed both on surface subsidence measurement (Jeran

et al., 1985) and within the strata ahead of a longwall face (Whit-

taker & Pye, 1975). This innerburden bending concept can be used to

explain a certain type of interaction during over-mining, where pres-

sure-associated problems occurred in upper seam over unmined lower beds

some distance away from the remnant structures (Peng, 1983; Su et al.,
1986).

5.5.2 An Infinite Beam on Elastic Foundation

One way of modeling the redistribution of vertical stress due to inner-

burden bending is to treat the roof strata of the upper seam as an
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infinitely long beam, bedded on an elastic Winkler foundation. For a

general case, Kratzsch (1983) has mentioned a formula derived by Salus-

towicz (1964) that gives the pressure on the stowed gob in a critical

extraction area, exerted by a roof that is evenly loaded with distribu-

tional load yH (Figure 5.13):

o - yH{1 - e-Sx[-§%i§—sin(sx) + cos(sx)} (5.27)

where: o ¤ Vertical stress over gob packing materials;

y, H - Unit weight of overburden strata and cover depth;

s, s'- Measure of flexibility when the roof is bedded on

packing material or coal seam;

x • Distance from gob line interface toward gob (x > O).

The definition of s and s' can be further given as:

S - M/Egüii (5.28)
and

S· - ·/{E (5.29)
where: kc, kg • Foundation modulus of coal and gob (constant of resil-

ience), indicating linear response to compression,

lb/in/in;

E - Young's modulus of the beam (roof), psi;

I • Moment of inertia of the beam's cross section to its

neutral axis, in’.
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5.5.3 Application of Innerburden Bending Concept

Equation 5.27 has to be modified to compute the vertical stress distri-

bution in the upper seam over the gob line. Assuming that the vertical

load on the upper seam main roof is still yH (H is cover depth above

the upper seam main roof), and that the unmined upper seam is its elas-

tic foundation, a computation model can be represented by Figure 5.14.

To take into account innerburden bending, it is reasonable to assume

that the foundation modulus of in the region over the extracted lower

seam is smaller than that over the unmined coal. In other words, this

is to assume that the upper seam is easier to deform in the area over

the lower seam gob than over an unmined lower coal bed. Hence, by

redefining s and s', a formula similar to Eq. 5.27 for calculating

upper seam vertical stress over unmined lower coal seam can be given

as:

ov - yH{1 - e-Sx[—§%i§-sin(sx) + cos(sx)]}/144 (5.30)

where: ov • Vertical stress at upper seam level over gob line

interface, psi;

y • Unit weight of overburden strata, pcf;

H - Cover depth above upper seam main roof, ft.;

s, s'- Measures of flexibility when the main roof is

bedded on area over the lower solid seam or gob, 1/ft.;

x - Distance from lower gob line interface toward unmined

coal (x > O), ft.

If assuming that the flexibility of beds over unmined solid lower seam
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coal is much smaller than that over lower seam gob area (s>>s'), equa-

tion 5.30 can be further simplified as:

oz ~ yH{1 - e-Sx[cos(sx) - sin(sx)]]/144 (5.31)

in which

S *(‘/kc/ÖEI)/12 (5.32)

where: kc · Foundation modulus of coal over unmined area, lb/in/in;

E - Average Young's modulus of upper seam main roof, psi;

I • Moment of inertia of upper seam main roof to its

neutral axis, I • t’/12 (unit width), in’;

t • Upper seam main roof thickness, in.

Figure 5.14 also shows the vertical stress ov as a function of sx over
a solid coal seam. As can be seen, the maximum value of stress is 1.2

times that of the virgin stress, yH, and is located at sx- 0.51r . The

points defining the limits of the stress-increased region are located

at sx - 0.251r and sx- 1.251r . As sx further increases, the value of

vertical stress will oscillate around yH with decreasing amplitude.

5.6 Innerburden Shearing

When the interval between two adjacent coal seams is relatively small,

the entire innerbllrden Can C8Ve 1ntO the mined-out lower seam gob as a
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result of shear failure. From beam theory, finite element analysis,

and photoelastic studies (Figure 4.1), the existence of high shear

stress over the edge of a lower seam remnant structure has been con-

firmed. By utilizing the results from beam theory and finite element

analysis, the magnitude of shear stress can be computed and compared

with shear strengths of innerburden strata for the prediction of pos-

sible massive shear failure.

5.6.1 Theory for Composite Beams

Consider a body—loaded beam composed of n different layers (Obert &

Duvall, 1967), as shown in Figure 5.15(a). In order to estimate the

possible shear failure of such a composite beam, the maximum shear

stress in each individual layer has to be evaluated and compared with

its shear strength. Before the shear stress in each individual beam

can be calculated, its load distribution must be known. Obviously, the

total distributed load q can be related to loads distributed on each of

the individual layers by the equation:

n
q - q, + q, + q, + ... + q; + ... + qu - E q; (5.33)

1-1

or

n
q - v.t.+v.t.+v„t.+-·-+v1t1+---+v¤tu - E var; (5-34)

1-1

where: q - Total distributed load;

y; - Unit weight of ith layer;
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ti • Thickness of ith layer;

n - Number of layers in a composite beam.

Assuming the deformation curves of each of the individual layers are

the same, the deflection equations can be given as:

d‘wi _ Mi _
dxzi EiIi (1 1,2,...n) (5.35)

where: wi • Deflection from neutral axis of ith layer;

xi · Horizontal distance from origin (ith layer);

Mi - Moment in ith layer;

Ei ¤ Young's modulus of ith layer;

Ii • Moment of inertia of ith layer to its neutral axis.

Since dMi/dxi -Qi, the shear force, and dQi/dxi • qi, it is easy to show

that,

dlw• •...L „ ..HL.. „dxii EiIi (i 1,2,...n) (5.36)

Thus, the relationship between the load in layer j and the load in

layer i can be expressed as:

E I, ..1..1.qg E.1. qx (537)
1 1

Then, Eq. 5.33 can be rewritten as:

n n E I
. 2 - 2 -l-L ,q i—1q1 qi +j•l Eili qi (5 38)

Making use of Eq. 5.34 and noting that Ii • ti'/12 for a beam of unit
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width and thickness‘ty qi can be solved from above equation:

E c' E t* ¤·1 1 _ 1 1 EQi Q § 3 (j_lYj*--1) (5-39)
E t . E t .j_lJ 1 j_lJ 1

Finally, the load distributed on the ith layer can be computed as:

Eit’i m
I

_
.

·qi m (j_iyjtj) (m 1, 1+1...., n) (5.40)
Zzjvj

1-1

Note that in the above equation, only layers above the ith layer con-

tribute load to that layer (j Z 1). In addition, in the actual calcula-

tion, the contributing load to the ith layer 1s computed upwards,

including first one layer (m • 1), then two layers (m • 1+1), and so on.

If the calculated load including (m + 1) layers 1s smaller than the load

contributing by m layers, the (m + 1) layer and layers above it have no

influence on load distribution on the ith layer.

Once the load distributed on a layer can be determined, the maximum

shear stress in each individual layer of the composite beam can be eval-

uated by the following equation (Figure 5.15(b)):

. ..L Ellit,max ( Ä ) ti (5.41)

where: timax
• Maximum shear stress in the ith layer, psi;

qg - Distributed load on the ith layer in the beam

(Eq. 5.40), psi;
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L - Span of the composite beam, ft.;

t; - Thickness of the ith layer, ft.

The location of such maximum shear stress is at two ends of the compos-

ite beam, where it is fixed.

5.6.2 Evaluation of Possible Innerburden Shearing

When the interval between two adjacent seams is small compared to the

span of the old gob in the lower seam, it is reasonable to assume that

the innerburden may behave like a beam composed of different rock beds.

Therefore, the results from analysis of composite beams discussed in

the previous section can be utilized. Using Eq. 5.40, the load dis-

tributed on each stratum in the innerburden can be estimated. Then,

the maximum shear stress in each rock layer can be computed using Eq.

5.41. The resulting maximum shear stress can be compared with the

shear strength of the rock, which is given by the Mohr-Coulomb formula:

ts • C + c¤tan¢ (5.42)

where ts • Shear strength of rock, psi;

C - Cohesion of rock, psi;

an - Normal stress on the possible failure plane, psi;

¢ · Angle of internal friction of rock, degree.

Then, for each layer in the innerburden, the safety factor can be

subsequently obtained for the prediction of possible shear failure of

certain layer(s) within the innerburden, or of the whole innerburden.
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Another approach to the computation of maximum shear stress is to use

the results from finite element model studies. By running a parametric

analysis using two-dimensional finite element codes, the stresses in a

section of the roof bed above the edge of a remnant structure can be

computed for different load boundary conditions. As a result, the

stresses on such a section can be approximated by the following polyno-

mials (Grenoble, 1985):

ox • -(1.184oh - 0.117cv + 0.532)
oy - —(.0083ch + 0.853ov + 19.32) (5.43)

txy • -(0.03 oh + 0.716ov + 17.3)

where: ox, oy, txy ¤ Horizontal, vertical and shear stress, psi;

oh, ov ¤ Horizontal and vertical stresses transferred
to innerburden, psi.

Based on the stresses obtained from the above equation, the maximum

shear stress can be computed as:

Ä J _ z z
tmax 2[ (ox ay) + 4txy ] (5.44)

The computed maximum shear stress from above equation can also be com-

pared with shear strength of the roof bed as determined by Eq. 5.42, in

order to calculate the safety factor of the innerburden.



VI. ANALYSIS OF MAJOR GEOLOGICAL AND MINING FACTORS

6.11¤:1:9.du:.1i¤n

The most significant geological feature of coal-bearing sedimentary

rock is the stratification conferred by bedding planes or related depo-

sitional features, which give rise to a plane of weakness. This impor-
tant fact determines why many strata control problems and mechanisms

seen in these ”soft” rocks are different from those in competent
igneous rock. Fortunately, these basic characteristics of the behavior
of soft sedimentary rock have been partially represented by the inter-
action mechanisms described in Chapter 5 -- arching effect, subsidence,
and bending. Further, the mathematical models of these mechanisms take
into account many important factors such as overburden, innerburden,
mining height, etc. However, there are still other factors, such as
time delay between operation on two seams, presence of water and geo-
logical weak zones, that cannot be easily incorporated into these sim-
plified models. In addition, the discussion in the previous chapters
emphasizes that the analysis of stress during multiple-seam mining and
the prediction of interaction is also based on the premise that these
interactions are caused directly by high stress concentration. How-
ever, as observed in the field, the interaction can be either induced
by high stresses or caused by abnormal geological conditions, and in

some cases it is caused by the combination of the two. Therefore, in

order to cover all aspects of interaction problems during multiple-seam

mining, and to assure accurate prediction and evaluation, it is neces-

-142-
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sary to study separately those geological and mining factors that sig-

nificantly affect interactions -- or even cause interaction by them-

selves.

Although the importance of geological and mining factors has long been

recognized, and many factors have been known to contribute to interac-

tion problems, the role of these factors in controlling interaction is

not completely, quantitatively understood (Haycocks G Karmis, 1983).

As pointed out by Langland (1977), the difficulty involved with analy-

sis of geological and mining factors comes from two directions:

firstly, a large amount of detailed geological information is difficult
to obtain; secondly, it is not easy to relate this geological informa-

tion to the mechanical properties of rock, for example strength of in
situ rock mass, which is very important for any stress analysis. Nev-
ertheless, it is vital that aspects of interaction such as this should
not be simply neglected because of the difficulties involved. In this
chapter, major factors related to interaction are described in detail

and summarized. Then, these factors and their contribution to interac-

tion are quantified empirically, either by equations or by a classifi-

cation method, for the purpose of establishing adjunct, independent

criteria for interaction prediction.

6.2.1 Overburden

Overburden or cover depth controls the magnitudes of underground virgin
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vertical and horizontal stresses, and significantly contributes to the

interactive effects between two seams. As shown in Figure 6.1, field

data demonstrate that the safe innerburden thickness for stable lower

seam workings can be related to cover depth by the equation:

IBT - 0.075COVER + 65 (6.1)

where: IBT - Innerburden thickness, ft.;

COVER • Overburden or cover depth, ft.

It is apparent that, large cover depth will require a thick innerburden

for the stable condition in the lower seam. In other words, for a

fixed innerburden thickness, thicker cover will more likely induce

interaction in the lower seam. Naturally, the rock type and layering

of the overburden also, to some degree, control the load concentration

characteristics under a remnant pillar or gob line interface.

6.2.2 Innerburden

Innerburden thickness between two adjacent coal seams is a very impor-

tant factor contributing to the interaction effect for all extraction

sequences. Apparently, if the vertical interval between two seams is

large enough, no noticeable interference due to load transfer or strata

movement will occur between two seams. Analysis of data from the

Appalachian region shows that the required minimum innerburden for

stability when under-mining an extracted upper seam is 110 ft. (Hayc-

ocks & Karmis, 1983). Based on European experience, the range of
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influence of an extracted seam is 100 meters (328 ft.) either above or

below (Kratzsch, 1983). However, innerburden thickness is by no means

the only factor that controls the interaction. As discussed in Chap-

ters 4 and 5, the lithology and stratification of the innerburden will

significantly affect the range of load transfer, and the characteris-

tics of strata deformation or displacement. Empirically, such observa-

tions can also be substantiated by case studies. As observed in the

field, massive and stiff beds such as sandstone will have an effect on

the caving height of the lower seam, and will consequently control the

arching and subsidence effect during over-mining operations (Stemple,

1956). On the other hand, more layers and incompetent strata in the

innerburden will enhance the distance affected by upper seam remnant

pillars (Eq. 2.7).

6.2.3 Mining Direction with Respect to Remnant Structure

As stated earlier, interaction effects are frequently the result of

superimposition of two stress fields created by workings in two adja-

cent seams. Hence, the relative orientations of workings in these

adjacent seams become an important factor in multiple-seam mine design,

because they control the location and direction of high stress fields.

Consequently, the knowledge of the mining layouts in question, espe-

cially the working layout of the previously mined-out seam, is very

important. On one hand, it is necessary to avoid stress concentration

zones generated by adjacent remnant structures; on the other hand, it

is advisable to try to take advantage of the destressed zone near the

pressure arch produced by these remnant structures, especially during
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under—mining situations. When mining in the vicinity of a remnant

structure left in adjacent seam is unavoidable, mining in a direction

parallel to the longitudinal direction of that remnant structure may

alleviate some adverse conditions, since such an arrangement will avoid

the overlapping of the high stress zone ahead of developing entries and

the stress concentration zone over or under the remnant structure.

Similarly, mining toward a stress concentration zone from more than one

direction should be avoided.

6.2.4 Extraction Ratios on Both Seams

From the analysis of interaction-related case study data, it was found

that the relative extraction ratios used in two adjacent seams are

extremely important in determining whether or not the interaction will
be experienced (Webster et al., 1984; Haycocks & Karmis, 1983). As

illustrated in Figure 6.2, higher upper seam extraction will increase
the chance of unstable conditions in an adjacent lower seam. Consis-
tently, as shown in Figure 6.3, higher upper seam extraction will also

endanger the upper seam workings in the case of over—mining a pre-

viously extracted lower seam. This empirical trend suggests that the
upper seam extraction ratio (USEP) should be less or equal to that of

lower seam (LSEP), or

USEP S LSEP (6. 2)

in order to ensure stable conditions for both under- and over—mining

conditions. Such a relationship seems also to recommend uniform
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extraction of two adjacent seams.

6.2.5 Geological Weak Zone

The geological weak zone refers to an abnormal area such as a fault,

crushed area, heavily jointed area and some other combination of geome-
chanical and depositional features. The effect of such weak zones upon

the workings is very noticeable, and when workings on two horizons

intersect in such an area, the interaction effect can be accentuated.

Sometimes, the results are catastrophic (Stemple, 1956). Based on
experience in this region (Moebs et al., 1982; Kane, 1985; Ferm et al.,

1976,1978, 1984), some commonly observed regional or local abnormal
features can be classified as either structurally weak or fractured
areas, or as lithologically weak areas.

The structurally weak or fractured areas include:

ßgQdjgg_glgggg: These represent interruptions in the course of deposi-
tion of the rock mass, and usually are planes of weakness when they
contain a concentration of mica and comminuted debris, or when there is
a marked change in the grain size across the stratification. In gen-
eral, in a direction parallel to the bedding plane, the tensile

strength of rock will increase but the shear strength will decrease.
In a direction perpendicular to the bedding plane, the opposite is

true.

Zggltgz These are fractures within rocks along whose surfaces relative

movements have been observed. Faults may be pervasive features which
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traverse a mining area, or they may be of relatively limited local

extent. Faults may contain weak materials such as fault gouge, fault

breccia, rock flour or angular fragments. These filling materials and

frequently slickensided wall rock have very low friction strength. The

ground adjacent to the fault may also be disturbed and weakened by

associated structures such as drag folds or secondary faulting. All

these features in faulted areas are of low shear strength, indicating

that slip may readily occur.

Egldsz These are structures in which the attitudes of the strata are
changed by flexure, resulting from the application of post—depositional
tectonic forces. The major effect of folds on mining is that they
produce certain fractures, such as tension joints at crest of fold,
shear joints, and slip between the beds. The voids at the bottom of a
syncline may contain water and gases, thereby creating additional dan-
ger.

These are planar fractures within the rock, on

which no identifiable shear displacement has taken place. The strike,
dip, and spacing of the joint, and the mechanical properties of the
joint surface, such as shear strength and roughness, are very important
in controlling roof falls. Similarly, the filling material or gouge in
the joint can also create a plane of weakness. For example, if the

fillings are carbonate, they are easy to "peel” off.

§hga;_zgngs: These are bands of material in which local shear failure
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of the rock has previously taken place. Fractured surfaces in these

zone may be slickensided or coated with low-friction resistant materi-
als, produced by the stress relief process or weathering. Like faults,

shear zones have low shear strength and slip easily.

ßljgkgggjggg: These are smooth, polished, sometimes striated or grooved

surfaces, resulting from frictional sliding along either side of a

fault surface. They are, perhaps, the most dangerous of all coal mine
roof features. They can be found in slump deposits, kettle-bottoms,

fire clays, channel bottoma, or anywhere that sedimenta have slid past
each other due to differential compaction.

The lithologically weak features include:

These are wedge—shaped claystone or dyke
fillings in the crevices or tension cracks of a coal bed. Low angle
faults and slickensides are often associated with clay veins, and

increase their potential danger.

Q;gyg55g_5glayg: These are formed when a stream breached its natural

levee, depositing sand on top of the mud flats bordering the channel.

Repeated episodes of flooding have resulted in rock consisting of

interbedded sequences forming thin layers of micaceous sandstones and

shales. The inherent weakness of these layers is attributable to the

lack of cohesion between the mica and shale, which is often amplified

by plant remains or thin carbonaceous layers on the bedding planes.
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Hgggghggkz This is a linear or circular indentation, a few feet across,

in the roof strata. It has a similar effect to sandstone channels.

Kg;;lg;hg;;gm: This is the fossil trunk or root of a fern or tree

preserved as a mud cast, with a diameter ranging from a few inches to

several meters (Peng, 1986). It is often surrounded by a thin layer of

coal field bark and by slickensides, and when it has its larger end

toward the mine opening, it is likely to fall suddenly.

These are trough-shaped remnants of
a stream channel that was cut into older rock and the channel

subsequently was filled with younger sediments, usually sandstone.
Sometimes, these masses of cross—bedded sandstone are referred as
”sandstone rolls" by miners. The danger associated with these bodies
results from the occurrence of weaker beds, such as coal or shale,
being poorly bonded to the adjacent sandstone channel fills. When the
mine entry comes beneath the channel boundary, rocks along the weak
interface are likely to fall out, especially when the contact surfaces
are sharply oriented.

Rjggh;gg;: This is defined to be the termination or end of a stratum,

vein, or other bed of rock that narrows or thins progressively in a
given horizontal direction, until it disappears and the rock layers it
once separated are in contact. Pinch—out may be found along the bound-

aries of channels.
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RiQg;_gggl: This is a thin coal bed located just above or near the top
of mined coal. It is likely to fall out when the coal bed under it is

extracted.

Sggggg: These are similar to paleochannels, but usually have a curved
or saucer shape rather than the linear shape of a channel.

ygshggtg: These are wide channels cut down through a section of a coal
bed. Roof falls are likely to initiate at boundaries of such channels.

6.2.6 Tectonic Stress Field

The existence of a tectonic or in situ stress field has been proven by
many field measurements all over the world (Figure 6.4). Empirically,
the lower and upper limits of the ratio between horizontal and vertical
stress can be estimated from this figure by the equations:

°¤ 328g- • —;- + 0.3 (lower limit) (6.3)v

°¤ 4920
J- -

—;- + 0.5 (upper limit) (6.4)v

where: dh • Horizontal tectonic stress, psi;

¤v
- Vertical tectonic stress, psi;

z - Depth, ft.

In the Appalachian region, excess horizontal stress has also been

experienced (Aggson, 1978) and in West Virginia, the horizontal stress
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has been reported to be as high as 3 to 4 times of vertical stress

(Aggson & Curran, 1978). The presence of the tectonic stress field is
recognized by many as an important factor affecting underground working
stability. This is particularly true in some coal mines located in
folded and thrust-faulted belts, where the lateral stress can exceed
vertical stress by as much as three times (Jeremic, 1981). As pointed
out by King et al. (1972), the abnormal natural stress field combined
with the excessive stress field created during multi-seam mining can
result in more unexpected interaction problems. Moreover, The lateral
stresses have been postulated as a factor in massive shear failure
during multi-seam mining (Haycocks & Karmis, 1983). To take into
account tectonic stress, particularly horizontal stress, in multiple-
seam interaction analysis, the above equations can be used for initial
calculation. The computed horizontal stress can then be substituted in
Eqs. 5.3 and 5.43 for more accurate stress calculations.

6.2.7 Time Factor

The time delay between the operations on two adjacent seams has consid-
erable influence on the interference effect between them (Webster,

1983; Haycocks & Karmis, 1983). This fact is apparent since the

caving, fracturing and subsidence processes, the stress redistribution
as well as the non-elastic behaviors of rock, which control the inter-
action, are all time—dependent (Figure 6.5). The significance of time
factor also arises from the fact that this factor is controllable in
mining design. As observed by Stemple (1956), if there is little delay
between the operations on two adjaoent seams, as in the case of simul-
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taneous mining, the stress field generated will be very complex and can
therefore cause more difficulties in strata control than other cases
where the delay is longer. For over-mining situations, the longer
delay time between the completion of lower seam mining and the com-
mencement of upper seam mining may allow the disturbed ground to settle
and new equilibrium to re-establish, and therefore reduce the interac-
tion caused by mining into an actively disturbed area. When there is
more hardrock present in the innerburden, a longer delay time is also
necessary, because hardrock takes longer to finish its caving and
deformation. Szwilski (1979) also noticed that interaction with the
upper seam did not commence until the lower seam started its pillaring
operation. This, again, addresses the importance of time as a factor
affecting the interactive process. Based on experience in this region,
a longer delay between mining operations on two adjacent seams seems to
reduce the possibility of interaction for both under- and over-mining
conditions, and a delay of two years is generally sufficient for the
disturbed strata to reach a new state of equilibrium.

6.2.8 Presence of Water

The fact that the presence of water in a rock sample will reduce, some-
times significantly, its tested strength and stiffness, has long been
known to mining engineers. In field conditions, the existence of water
or water flow through the fissures can cause considerable seepage pres-
sures in the rock, endangering the stability of the rock mass. This is
particularly true in coal-bearing rock, where the gradual deterioration
of coal, shale, claystone and poorly cemented sandstone, by physical,
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chemical and biological processes, can cause the failure of the mine

floor, roof and pillar (Mathur and Mikkilineni, 1982). In the study of

multi-seam mining, several cases where water softening and deteriora-

tion of fireclay floor caused pillar punching and instability around

the mine entries have been reported (Peng, 1986). Since multiple-seam

extraction, especially old workings in a previously mined-out seam,

provides a void for water flow and accumulation, the significance of

the detrimental effect of water is very obvious.

6-3As

described in the previous section, numerous factors contribute to

interaction problems in multi-seam mining. Moreover, because the div-

ersity and variation of the geological environment, it is very diffi-
cult, if not impossible, to statistically define through case studies

the influence of each factor on interaction. However, based on experi-
ence in this region, some trends can be found for each individual fac-

tor which determine whether it will accentuate or diminish the interac-

tion effect. By identifying these trends for each factor, it is pos-

sible to classify various relevant factors and to develop certain cate-

gories. In this way, the experiences pertaining to interaction at one

site can be correlated to those conditions encountered in other sites.

As a result, it is possible to define criteria for the prediction of

interaction based on available geological information. A classifica-

tion scheme, taking into account several major geological and mining

factors which are readily measurable quantities, will be of great
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assistance in planning multiple-seam mining operations in the future.

Based on the analysis of case studies related to multi-seam interac-

tion, two classification schemes were developed as shown in Table 6.1.
As can be seen, six major factors considered for under-mining condi-

tions are: number of innerburden layers, existence of a geological weak
zone, mining direction with respect to an upper seam remnant structure,

time delay between operations in two seams, hardrock percentage in the
innerburden, and presence of water in the upper mine (Table 6.l(a)).

For each factor, indices from one to five can be assigned, depending
upon actual geological and mining conditions. A higher index number
indicates that the particular variable under consideration tends to
aggravate interaction problem, while a lower number indicates that the
variable is less problematic. The final prediction for possible inter-
action is based on summation of the indices of all six factors. If the
this number is greater than 13, the adverse interaction problem is
likely to occur under the specified geological and mining conditions.

A similar classification scheme for over-mining conditions is shown in
Table 6.1(b). Here, the only new factor selected is the M-index, which
is defined as the ratio between innerburden thickness and lower seam

thickness (Hladysz, 1985). Classification of this kind has been tried
in different cases, and has been quite successful in predicting inter-

action and/or identifying abnormal conditions. In fact, sometimes,

this classification approach serves as the only really practical basis

for the prediction of interaction phenomena.
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Table 6.1 Classification and Designation of Major Geological and Min-
ing Factors.

(a) Under-Mining;

ASSIGNED INDEX I I I I
nucTo¤s\ I 1 I 2 I 3 · 4 F 5
Innerburden Layering 1 — 5 I 6 - 8 9 · ll I 12 - 19 I > 20
Geological weak Zone Not likely Likely Localized ILarge scale
Direction of Mining Parallel I Oblique

‘
Oblique F Oblique Iperpendicu-[relative to R.?/I.F. (O—lO°) I (ll-33°) (34—56°) (57—79°) ¤1ar(80-90°)

Time Delay (year) F > 3 I 2 - 3 I 1 — 2 I 0.5 - 1
’

0 — 0.5
Hard Rock Percentage I I

I
Iin Innerburdén (%) > 70 I 51 — 70 I 31 - 50 I ll — 30 I O - 10

Presence of water No water onINo water onIUpper seamIUpper seamIwater comes
Iboth seams Iupper seam Iwas wet [very wet Ifrom U.Seam

(b) Over-Mining;

ASSICNED INDEX I I Z
!h¤T¤lI\ 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5
M-index (IBT/LST) > 6.3 5 - 6.3 I 4 — 5 I 3.5 - 4 I < 3.5

Geological weak zone None I Not likelyI Likely ILocalized €Large scale
Direction of Mining I Parallel I Oblique I Oblique I Oblique 2Perpendicu—relative to R.P/I.F.I (O-lO°) I (ll-33°) I (34-S6') I (57—79°) Ilar(80-90')
Time Delay (yéaf) > s 4 - s I 3 — 4 2 — 3 I < 2
Hard Rock PercentageI I I I 10 - 20 I > 90in Innerburden (%) · 40 — 50 ~ 30 - 40 I 60 — 70 I 80 — 90 I < lO
Presence of water |No water onINo water onlupper seamjupper seamswater comesIboth seams [upper seam Iwas wet [very wet 'from U.Seam



VII. COMPREHENSIVE INVESTIGATION

In Chapter 5, different interaction mechanisms were quantized mathemat-
ically. Although an independent interaction mechanism can be used to

explain some observed interactive phenomena between adjacent workings,

it only deals with one aspect of interaction, and with a subset of

influential factors. The synthetic behavior of all aspects, and the
behavior of the interaction phenomena as a whole system, cannot gener-
ally be represented by a single delineated mechanism. On the other
hand, the complexities of mining and geological conditions often dic-
tate the use of more than one mechanism to explain a specific problem.

Therefore, in actual field applications, all possible interaction mech-
anisms must be considered, in order to produce the most reliable

design. To fully utilize available research results, and to take into
account all major variables contributing to interaction, an integrated

design approach appears to be the most appropriate course of action.

In this approach, all factors and possible interaction mechanisms are

considered and examined. Results from statistical, empirical and

numerical analysis are incorporated or combined for a more accurate
evaluation of potential interaction problems. Geological factors are

designated by weighting indices, following classification by an empiri-

cal method. The realization of this integrated design approach and its

application can be greatly facilitated by the use of a computer.

-163-
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The integrated design approach for dealing with interaction with the
help of computers has been proposed by many investigators (Spedding,
1982; Haycocks & Karmis, 1983), and recent work by Grenoble (1985) has
lead to the development of a computer program called ”USEAM”, which has
been successfully used in the evaluation of interaction during under-
mining operations. In the current study, a computer program called
"MSEAM”, dealing with interaction in both under- and over-mining condi-
tions, was produced. In this chapter, the construction of this pro-
gram, representing a comprehensive model, is discussed in detail.

7.2.1 Program Structure

The ”MSEAM” program contains two major options: the first is a general
analysis, and the second, a detailed analysis (Figure 7.1).

Qggg;gl_Agglygj3; If this option is selected, an initial prediction of
possible interaction problems is made based on a limited amount of
general input data. The criteria and guidelines used for prediction
are developed from the statistical and empirical analyses described in
Chapters 3 and 6. A macro flowchart for such a general analysis is
shown in Figure 7.2. For under-mining conditions, there are three
checkpoints, based on safe innerburden thickness, estimated by Eqs.
2.6, 2.7, and 6.1. After these estimations are complete, the damage
due to possible interaction is predicted by the regression model repre-
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Begin

General
Input

•etai y
Analysi

?

inin• over
?

Detail Detail
Input Input

Figure 7.1 Macro Flow Chart of "MSEAM” Program.
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Under R.P./I.F. inin• Over R.P./I.F.
onditio

?

Innerburden Extraction
Check #1: Ratio Check

IBT : IBNL USEP : LSEP

Innerburden P.C.
Check #2: Analysis

IBT : IBSP Prin1:Prin3

Innerburden Discriminan
Check #3: Analysis

IBT : COVER Can1 : Can2

Predict Predict
Damage by Damage by

Reg. Model Reg. Model

Display
Results

Fignre 7.2 Macro Flow Chart for General Analysis of ”MSEAM” Program.
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sented by Eq. 3.20. For over-mining situations, three different crite-
ria are used for interaction prediction. The first checkpoint is for
extraction ratio, and is based on Eq. 6.2. The next two estimates are
based on results of multivariate statistical analyses, namely, Eqs.
3.15 and 3.17. Lastly, as for under-mining cases, the damage scale due
to interaction is predicted by Eq. 3.19 -- the regression model devel-
oped from over-mining case studies. In summary, through this first
step analysis, the ”MSEAM” program can determine whether or not inter-
action is likely under the specific conditions described by the general
input data.

Qg;gilgd_Agaly;ig; As shown in Figure 7.1, the detailed analysis can be
further divided into two situations, under-mining or over-mining,
because different interaction mechanisms are involved.

For under-mining conditions (Figure 7.3), the pillar load transfer is
the dominant mechanism controlling interaction. The stress calculation
under an upper seam remnant pillar or the gob line, as well as the
location of maximum vertical stress, are based on Eqs. 5.2 through 5.8,
as described in Chapter 5. Based on the calculated average vertical
stress, suggested pillar dimensions are provided using Eqs. 2.2 through
2.5 according to a selected safety factor. As another approach to
interaction prediction, the most important geologic and mining factors

that control the interaction effect are designated by indices according
to the empirical classification scheme shown in Table 6.l(a). This

provides an independent estimation of possible interaction which is
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Cal. Stress Geological
load trans. Factor

theory Designation

Location of Interaction
Max.

Stresses Prediction

Lower Seam
Pillar
Design

Display
Results

Figure 7.3 Macro Flow Chart of Detailed Analysis for Under—Mining
Conditions.
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solely due to abnormal geological and mining conditions.

For over-mining situations (Figure 7.4), different methods are used to

conduct stress analyses, since different interaction mechanisms are

involved. For estimation of interaction due to subsidence effects, the

critical areas in the upper seam are determined as described in section

5.4.3 of Chapter 5, and illustrated by Figure 5.11. The magnitudes of

maximum tensile or compressive strains and their locations are also

computed, using Eqs. 5.24, 5.25 and 5.26. However, the magnitudes of

maximum strains are used for comparison only, and may not used for
design purposes. For estimation of the interaction caused by innerbur-
den bending, the critical area and magnitude of maximum vertical stress
are determined as described in Section 5.5.3 of Chapter 5. A recom-
mended pillar size is also given, based on the stress estimation for-
mula shown in Eq. 5.31 and the pillar design equations numbered 2.2
through 2.5. The fourth mechanism, shown on Figure 7.4, is the arching
effect. Because of the empirical nature of this mechanism, only criti-
cal areas under tensile/compressive stress or tensile/shear stress can
be estimated. The actual procedures have been described in Section

5.3.3 and illustrated by Figure 5.7. The last mechanism is for estima-

tion of possible innerburden shearing, which is detailed in Section 5.6
of Chapter 5. As for under-mining conditions, a separate prediction

according to geological and mining ratings is provided. Based on input

data, the ratings or indices are assigned following the classification

scheme shown in Table 6.l(b).
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7.2.2 Input Data and Output Results

For running a general analysis, only some basic input data are

required, as shown in Table 7.1. Also shown on this table are: vari-
able name (as used in the ”MSEAM" program), variable type (string or

numeric), range and unit of input data for each variable, and typical

value for each variable.

In order to run a detailed analysis, much more information must be

provided by the user of ”MSEAM" program. Tables 7.2 and 7.3 separately
show the required input data for running detailed analysis in under- or
over-mining conditions. The structure of these tables are the same as
described above.

Output results from the ”MSEAM” program can also be summarized by a
series of tables. Table 7.4 shows the output variables from general

analysis, which include resulting variables for both under- or over-
mining conditions. Tables 7.5 shows the resulting variables from
detailed analyses for under- or over-mining conditions.

7-3The main part of the "MSEAM program" is coded in advanced BASIC lan-

guage, and was developed on an IBM personal computer XT. To date, 67

different input, output, and help menus have been developed, using

other software and stored as different screen files.
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Table 7.1 Input Variables for General Analysis Using ”MSEAM” Program.

(boüxuuäu-1u¤<wn¤«unug)

bau Variable Range/ Izferaze Screen
No. uzzrqxhux Syuzl Nmz tgz tgu¤u.wume unuz Füz

1:1 Mirz nmz — — S · * ' (G1
1:2 Tinzdelay TDG TDG N 0-50/2 year Tbls. 3.1,4,5;E¤5. 3.16,18 '°
2:1 Ovathxtden H QJVER N 300-3000/600 ft. Tbls. 3.1,3.4,3.5; (Q

Ekqs. 2.8,5.3,5.9-11
2:2 Unit weight y - N 130-180/144 pcf ms. 2.1. 5.3, 5.6; "
2:3 q;zrS¤m1mmz - - S - — -

”
2:4 U.S. Thiduäs LBT LBT N 3-8/5 ft. 'I‘bl5. 3.1,4,5; R15. 5.5 "
2:5 U.S. Ebtttact. S LBEP LBEP N 10-100/60 S Tb15. 3.1,4,5; Ekqs. 3.19,6.3 ”
2:6 IBT IBT N 10-500/60 ft. 'I‘bl5. 3.1,4,5: E!}S. 2.1-4,6,7

3.20,5.4,24-26
2:7 No. IHQL IHQL I 1-50/6 - Tbls. 3.1,3.4,3.5; "of layers Ex;5. 2.7, 3.12
2:8 Imztburdax I§P IBSP N 0-100/50 S 'Ibl5. 3.1,3.4,3.5; HIS. 2.6, "

Sarrlstoxz S 3.19,5.10,5.l1,5.14.5.24
2:9 Lower Sem: nmz · - S - — - "
2:10 L.S. 'I‘hid·¤&5 ISP LBP N 3-8/5 ft. Tbls. 3.1,3.4,3.5; "

ms. 3.19,3.20,5.5,5.24
2:11 L.S. Ebtttact. S [SEP LBEP N 10-100/70 S Tbls. 3,1,3.4,3.S; ”

H;5. 3.19,3.20,5.24,6.3
* S - string variable; N - rurzric variable; I • integer variable.
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Table 7.2 Input Variables for Detailed Analysis Using "MSEAM” Program
(under-mining).

hm: Variable Ranga/ Reference Screen
No. Description Synbol mm 'lypa 'lypical Value mit File

3:1 R.P. width Wp PW N 10-300/60 ft. Fig. 5.1: R13. 5.5-7 (LB3
3:2 R.P. length Lp LW N 10-600/80 ft. - "
3:3 Gob line lmgth Ig IS N 200-2000/300 ft. - "3:4 Min. gob width Lg-min GS.MIN N 200-3000/1200 ft. - "3:5 mx. gob width Lg-rrax ®.mX N 50-3000/1200 ft. - "
3:6 Uwe: seem roof · C.C I 0-2/1 - - 'caving condition
3:7 Surface subsid- - S.S I 0-2/1 - - °'aua observation
4:1 Type of ramant - 'Im I 1-3/2 - - (LB4

Structure
4:2 Yeild 20:2 width b BB N 1-75/12 ft. Fig. 5.1;E!1. 5.6 "4:3 De·—stressed b, Bl N 3-150/24 ft. Fig. 5.l;E§. 5.6 '°

20:2 width
4:4 Half core 20:2 b, B2 N 0-60/12 ft. Fig. 5.l;E!]. 5.6 "4:5 Stress Imzreased b, B3 N 0-200/150 ft. Fig. 5.1;Ex;. 5.6 "Zo:2
4:6 vertical dis. z Z N 10-500/30 ft. Fig. 5.l;Eq. 5.6 "4:7 Horizontal dis. x X N 10-500/30 ft. Fig. 5.l;E¤. 5.6 "
5:1 Uwe: sean coal Sc-us - N 500-7000/2000 psi Hqs. 2.1-5 (LBS

unaxial cmpressive strength
5:2 Lower sean coal Sc-ls - N 500-7000/2100 psi Exqs. 2.1-5 ”

unaxial ccrpressive strength
5:3 Dia. of Sanple D-us - N 2-36/6 in. Eqs. 2.1-5 · "5:4 Dia. of Sarple D-ls - N 2-36/6 ih. E!;s. 2.1-5 "5:5 Bearing Capacity BC-us - N 100-500/200 psi — "5:6 Bearing mpacity BC-ls - N 100-500/200 psi - "5:7 Stress concm- K K N 1.0-4.0/2.0 - Ekgs. 2.1-5 "tration facto:
5:8 Stress comm- K, Kl N 1.0-4.0/3.0 - Ex;. 5.2 "tratio:1 factor in core of wide R.P.
5:9 Safety factor SF SF N 1.0-4.0/3.0 - E1;. 2.5 "for pillar design

6:1 Ixxiex No. for - - I 1-5/3 - Tbl. 6.1; (LBS
geo. weak 20:2

6:2 I¤:le¤¢ No. for - - I 1-5/3 - Tbl. 6.1; "water problan
6:3 I::3exNo. for - IHIL I 1-5/3 - Tbl. 6.1:IV$(2,7) "

im2rburdm layering

7:1 Irxiex No. for - IBSP I 1-5/3 — Tbl. 6.1;I\/$(2,8) (LB7
innerburdm SGIÜÜZOIE %

7:2 Index No. for - - I 1-5/3 - Tbl. 6.1; "
Mining Direction

7:3 Index No. fo: — TBB I 1-5/3 - Tbl. 6.1:IV$(l.2) °°
ti:12 delay
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Table 7.3 Input Variables for Detailed Analysis Using ”MSEAM” Program
(over-mining).

bau Variable Ranga,/ Referema Screax
No. Description Synbol ram Typs 'iypiml Value mit File

3:1 Max. surface Smx SAX N 0-10/3 ft. Fig. 5.1; Bq. 5.6 (CBUB3subsidence
3:2 Lower sean gob - C.C I 0-2/1 - - "caving condition
3:3 R.P. width Wp HV N 0-200/100 ft. - "3:4 Gob width 1 W1 W1 N 200-3000/1200 ft — "3:5 Gob width 2(R.P.) W2 W2 N 0-3000/1200 ft - "
4:1 Total might of - HH N 5-100/20 ft. — (CBED4

upper seem min & inuadiata roof
4:2 Av. Young°s E EE N 1.2-12/3.7 bmi Fig. 5.1:EI;. 5.6 "modulus of roof bed
4:3 Foundation kr: K.C N 100-1000/240 psi Fig. 5.1;E!q. 5.6 "modulus of U.S. ooal
4:4 Upper seanooal Sc-us — N 500-7000/2000 psi ms. 2.1-5; "unaxial omprassive strength
4:5 Dia. of Sarple D-us - N 3-36/6 in. Ekqs. 2.1-5: "4:6 Bearing Capacity BC-us - N 100-500/200 psi - "4:7 Safety factor SF SF N 1.0-4.0/2.0 — Exqs. 2.1-S; "for pillar design
4:8 R.P. width Wp FW N 0-200/100 ft. - "
5:1-5:12

Y0uIg'S modulus Ei EIIIC(4,l) N 2.1-3.1/2 bmi Fig. 5.1;E>q. 5.6 (HES
of ith layer
Unit weight of yi ESIC(4,2) N 120-160/144 pcf Fig. 5.1:E!q. 5.6 "of ith layer
Thickness of ti EI¥IC(4,3) N 1-50/20 ft. Fig. 5.1;EJq. 5.6 "iüi layer
Oohasion of Ci E!¥1C(4,3) N 1-50/20 ft. Fig. 5.1:Eq. 5.6 "ith layer

5:13 Total No. of n IHNIL N 1-12/4 - Fig. ;Ez;. "inmrburdax layers
5:14 Gob width W W N 200-3000/1200 ft — "5:15 Horizontal o-h/o-v H.SF N 0.3-5/2 - H;. "strass factor
6:1 Rating No. for - - I 1-5/3 - Tbl. 6.2; (C116

geo. weak zom
6:2 Rating No. for - - I 1-5/3 — Tbl. 6.2; ”

praseme of water
6:3 Rating No. for M - I 1-5/3 - Tbl. 6.2:IV$(2,7) ”

ratio of innerburden to lower sean thicknass
7:1 Rating No. for - IEP I 1-5/3 - 'I‘bl. 6.1;IV$(2,8) (CII7

innerturden sandtona t
7:2 Rating No. for - — I 1-5/3 - Tbl. 6.1; ”

Mining Direction
7:3 Rating No. for - TDG I 1-5/3 — Tbl. 6.1;IV$(1,2) "tina delay
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”
Table 7.4 Output Variables from General Analysis Using ”MSEAM” Program.

(a) Under-Mining;

Mem variable Range/ mfensa ScreenNo. Dexription Synbol Num 'Iype 'Iypical value Unit File

1:1 Mine nem - - S - - IV$(l,l) )C1Jl
1:2 Lower Sean nare - - S - - IV$(2,9) "1:3 (judgarent) - - S "is/is not•' - - "R4 Rsmuud HH HH, BH1 Pl Z>8¤wG0 ft. H; L5 *1:6 (jlÄ$'IEit) - - 8 'is/is not" - -

••
1:7 R¤;u¤aiIBT IBT, Dmz N m>J0qGw ft. Eq.2.7 *1:9 (judgaraxt) - - S "is/is not" - - "1:10 Required IBT IBT, IB'1'3 N 20-300/50 ft. Ex;. 6.1 "1:12 Predicted INIERPU Nimm N 1-5/3 - Ex;. 3.20 "darage factor

(outplt variables 1:5, 1:8, ami 1:11 ane sam as input data 2:6)

(b) Over-Mining;

Mem Variable Range/ Reference ScreenNo. Description Syubol Nane 'xype 'Iypical Value Unit File

1:1 Mine zum - - S — - IV$(l,l) )<D1
1:2 Upper Sean nare - - S - - IV$(2,3) "1:3 (judgarsit) - - S "is/is not" — - "1:4 Required Ebctrac- LSE? {SEP N 10-100/50 % En. 6.2 "tion %
1:5 Actual Ebctrac- (SEP [SEP N 10-100/50 % IV$(2.5) "tion t
1:6 (judgarent) - — S "is/is not" - Ex;. 3.15 '°1:7 (j¤..d@TH1t) - - S "is/is not" — Ex;. 3.17 "1:8 Predicted INTERP0 INFERPO N 1-5/3 - Ex;. 3.19 '°danage factor
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Table 7.5 Output Variables from Detailed Analysis Using ”MSEAM” Program

(a) Under-Mining;

mu variabln Ra¤ga/ Rafaraa Screen
No. Description: mmol Nam 'Iypa 'lypical value Unit File

2:1 Location of max. L, LAGX N Z)-400/40 ft. Ekqs. 2.5-2.7 )LB2
vertical stress

2:2 mx. ver. stress 0-z bN<.v N 2000-3000/2500 psi Exqs. 2.5-2.7 "2:3 Entry width we Ol N 10-40/20 ft. - "2:4 mx. stress 0-mx CB N 2000-8000/7000 psi (Robert, 1973; @.234) "2:5 Location of rrax. L, LAGXP N 20-400/40 psi - 'principle stress
2:6 mx. prin.stress 0,-aux bßX.P N 2000-3000/2500 psi - '
2:7 ver. distarue z Z N 10-50/30 ft. IV$(4,6) "2:8 Horiz. distama x X N 10-50/30 ft. IV$(4,7) "2:9 ver. stras c(x,z) 5.XZ N 2000-3000/2500 psi - '2:10 Prin. stress c,(x,z) P.XZ N 2000-3000/2500 psi - "2:11 Ave. strss 0-av AVE.S N 2000-3000/2500 psi — "2:12 Lower sem ooal Sc-ls - N 1500-2000/2000 psi IV$(3,2) "unaxial ccnpressive straagth
2:13 Safety factor SF SF N 1.0-4.0/2.0 - IV$(6,3) "2:14 Designed pillar wp1 EW.D1 N 300-1000/800 ft. Ex;. 2.2 "2:15 Designed pillar wp2 PW.D2 N 300-1000/800 ft. Ex;. 2.3 "2:16 Designed pillar wp3 HV.D3 N 300-1000/800 ft. Ex;. 2.4 "
3:1 (judgarent) - - S "is/is not" - Sec. 6.3 )lß3
3:2 am of ratings — RATIII; I 1-25/13 - Tbl. 6.1 "(output variables 4:3-4:5 are sam as inplt variables 6:1-6:3)

(output variables 4:6-4:8 are sam as ihglt variables 7:1-7:3)

(b) Over-Mining;

mu variabla Ra¤ga/ Ilafarua Screen
No. Description mmol NHIB Type 'Iypical Valm mit Fila

2:2 (judganent) - - S "is/is not" - Sec. 6.3 )QAK:
2:3 Archwidth La LA N 20-400/40 ft. Hqs. 5.10-11; Fig. 5.7 "2:4 Arch height Ha IR N 2000-3000/2500 ft. Exqs. 5.14-15 '2:5 critical region a, Al N 10-40/20 rt. sq. 5.15: Fig. 5.7 ··starting point
2:6 Critical region a, A2 N 10-40/20 ft. " "starting point (R.P. only)
2:7 Critical region b, Bl N 10-50/30 ft. " "width
2:8 Critical region b, B2 N 10-50/30 ft. " '

width (R.P. only)
2:9 center location c, C1 N 2000-3000/2500 ft. Fig. 4.5, 5.7 "of tesile/stmar zone
2:10 ouxter location c, Q N 2000-3000/2500 rt. · ··of besila/shaar aan (R.P. only)
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Table 7.5 (continued).

3:2 Influsxze radius r' R. N 20-200/80 ft. Q. 5.25; Fig. 5.11 )$.B33:3 mx. mbeidence S•mx S.W\Xl N 1.0-4.0/2.0 ft. Q. 5.24; Fig. 5.11 "3:4 mx. subsidece S'mx S.MAX2 N 1.0-4.0/2.0 ft. " •
3:5 Inflation point d' D.1 N 20-100/30 ft. Q. 5.26; Fig. 5.11 "offset
3:6 Inflation point d' D.2 N 20-100/30 ft. ”

"offset (R.P. only)
3:7 Critical region a, Al N 10-40/20 ft. Fig. 5.11 "starting point
3:8 Critical region a, A2 N 10-40/20 ft. •' '•

starting point (R.P. only)
3:9 Critical region b, Bl N 10-50/30 ft. " "width
3:10 Critical region b, B2 N 10-50/30 ft. " "width (R.P. only)
3:11 mx. horizontal c-max ELMAX1 N 1-20/14 x.001 Qs. 5.17-19; Fig. 5.11 "strain (E.1)
3:12 mx. mrizontal 6-mx E.MAx2 N 1-20/14 x.001 " "strain (E.2) (R.P. only)
3:13 Location of mx. c C N 20-120/50 ft. Fig. 5.11 "horizontal strain
3:14 (judgarent) - OVLAP S "is/is not" - " "3:15 Strain after E' E N 1-20/14 x.OO1 Ekqs. 5.17-19; Fig. 5.11 "superinposition
4:2 Critical region a, A1 N 10-40/20 ft. Q. 5.31; Fig. 5.14 )(BED4starting point
4:3 Critical region a, A2 N 10-40/20 ft. ' ”

starting point (R.P. only)
4:4 Critical region b, Bl N 10-50/30 ft. " "width
4:5 Critical region b, B2 N 10-50/30 ft. " "width (R.P. only)
4:6 mx. vertical o-v mx.v N 1000-2000/600 psi " "load(s)
4:7 Locattcn ot mx. c, C1 N 20-11)/50 ft. " "vertical load(a)
4:8 (jtblßlt) - OVLAP S 'is/in not" - - "4:9 Load(s) after - S.C N 1-20/14 psi Q. 5.31 "axperinposition
4:10 Av. load - AVE.S N 1000-2000/1500 psi — '4:11 Goal K factor K K.Q‘1AI. N - psi Q. 2.2-2.4 ”
4:12 Safety factor SF SF N 1.0-4.0/2.0 - Il/$(4,7) °°4:13 Deigmd pillar Wpl I·W.Dl N 300-1000/800 ft. Q. 2.2 "4:14 Deigmd pillar Wp2 FN.D2 N 300-1000/800 ft. Q. 2.3 "4:15 Deigmd pillar Wp3 PW.133 N 300-1000/800 ft. Q. 2.4 "
5:2-5:13

(judgeraxt) - OV$(S,I) S "is/is not" - Qs. 5.41-42 )<¤—1Es5:14 Av. skaar strugth - AVE.S N 200-500/300 psi — "5:15 mx. shear stress - IQ N 200-500/300 psi Qs. 5.43-44 "5:16 (judgarait) - - S "is/is not" - - )$·lE‘.5
6:1 (judgement) - - S 'is/is net" - Sa. 6.3 )<I§6
6:2 Sunof ratings - RA'1‘Zu~c I 1-25/13 - Tbl. 6.1 "(outpit variable 6:3-6:5 are save as inplt variable 6:1-6:3)

(output variable 6:6-6:8 ana sana as input variable 7:1-7:3)(output variable 2:1,3:1,4:1 or 5:1 • ··n.1>.· or -1.2*:-)
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The ”MSEAM" program was developed with user in mind, and is fully

interactive and user-friendly. Some user-friendly features include:

on-line help menus, which define all variables and show their ranges

and units; suggested input values, which assist first—time users by

supplying a tentative value for some special variables; menu-driven

input (output), which allows users to easily change a specific input

without re-entering others; a range check of all input data, which

eliminates erroneous inputs before calculation; and an extensive use of

graphics to illustrate results and to convey helpful information. In

addition, hard copies of any input data, output results, or help infor-
mation can be obtained by using the ”print screen" option.

Another very useful feature of ”MSEAM” is the ease with which it can
perform a parametric sensitivity analysis, which is very useful for

selecting alternative designs. The sensitivity analysis of input vari-
ables also provides a valuable tool for discovering the effect of inno-
vative, hypothetical design parameters upon the final prediction.

Alternatively, input values for some variables can be obtained by run-
ning a back-analysis of known cases. Through such a sensitivity analy-

sis, the viability of these design solutions can be observed, based on
the magnitude of their impact upon different output variables.



VIII. FIELD STUDIES

In order to validate the comprehensive model represented by the ”MSEAM"
program (Chapter 7), and to demonstrate its application, it is neces-
sary to examine some field examples. Five cases are discussed and
analyzed in detail in this chapter. In addition, some remedial proce-
dures and guidelines for future design improvement are also given.

8.1 Qagg_§;gdy_£l (under-mining, pillar load transfer)

8.1.1 General Description

This is a case studied by Stemple (1956). The mine was located in Wise

County, Virginia. The overburden above the upper Taggart seam was
between 0 and 1,800 feet (ave. 900 ft.). The lower seam was the Marker
seam, which was located 54 feet below the Taggart seam. The innerbur-
den consisted mainly of sandstone (75%) and shale beds. The average
thicknesses of the Taggart and Marker seams were 4.8 feet and 3.3 feet,
respectively (Figure 2.4(b)).

Both upper and lower mines used the room-and-pillar method, with
respective extraction ratios of 77Z and 701. The mining operation in
the lower seam was 16 years more recent than that in upper mine. At

the area reporting interaction problems, the entry development was

directly beneath a 200-feet-wide irregular remnant pillar, left in the
upper mine (Figure 2.4(a)). Severe weight caused roof falls and floor
heaves, and the development operation was finally stopped due to inter-
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action.

8.1.2 Analysis Results and Discussions

This case is a typical example of interaction when under-mining a rem-
nant pillar. From the general analysis using the ”MSEAM" program, the
54-foot innerburden failed to meet the required safe innerburden thick-
ness suggested by results of statistical analysis (Figure 8.1). The

regression model also predicted a damage scale of 3, which indicated
possible, moderate roof problems in lower seam workings. Actual obser-
vation proved the above prediction. The lower seam entry development
was forced to stop under the upper seam remnant pillar edge, due to
heavy roof falls and floor heave. A detailed stress analysis using the
”MSEAM” program further verified the preliminary prediction by the
general analysis, and suggested that a protective pillar directly under
the remnant pillar with width of between 32 to 63 feet, should be used
to support the over-stressed area in the lower seam (Figure 8.2, 8.3).
The size of the actual pillar was only 30 feet, and this apparently did
not prevent interaction problems. Therefore, the observed reaction to
severe pressure from the upper seam remnant pillar is not unexpected.

The most obvious remedial procedure for such an interaction problem is
to increase the size of the protective pillar under the upper seam

remnant pillar, as suggested by the results obtained from the "MSEAM"

program. For other mines having similar conditions, the upper seam

extraction should be as uniform as possible. If there are remnant
structures left in the upper mine, the pillar size under these struc-
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I
BERN. NUUSIS (under-eining)

I
U 1 I

• line [Rise County, VP (äteeple, 1956)]• Stability prediction for LIIER llvker 1 seae:
• Interaction problee [ is 1 likely based on the evaluation of Innerburden

Thickness (IBT) and Nudaer of Layers in it (IM,). The required innerburden
for LUJER seae stability is I 75 1 ft., the ttual innerburden is [54 1 ft.

• Interaction problee [ is 1 lihely based on the evaluation of Innerburden
Thickness (IBT) and Pementage of Sandstone or Hard Rock in it (IEP). The re-
quired innerburden is [ 61 I ft.; the actual innerburden is [5*) 1 ft.

• Interaction problee [ is 1 likely based on the evaluation of Innerburden
Thickness (IBT) am Overburden Thickness abow upper seae (COVER). The re-
quired innerburden is I 132 1 ft.; the actual innerburden is [St 1 ft.

• Based on the result of a regression eodel, the degree of daeage for the
interaction (IKTERPu) is I 3 1 (scale 0-5).G

G See help um for detail

Pglb/PgDn=r¤••¤nu )b•=eain¤nu FI =heIp

Figure 8.1 Output Menu from "MSEAM°' Program, Showing the General Ana-
lysis Results for Case Study #1.
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Output Phnu

I
STESS NULYSIS turder-eining)

I i i I
• Location of eau. vertical stress on LU£R seae level is [ #0 1 ft. froe the

center line of reenant pillar tu gob line) in the UPPER seae and the eax.
vertical stress is [ 312.5 1 psi. lf a rectangular opening of [ 6 1·feet
wide is created, the stress can reach as high as [ 118751 psi.

• Location of sax. principal stress on LEHER seae level is [ #0 1 ft. froe
the center line of reunant pillar (or gob line) in the UPPER seae and the nax.
principal stress is [ 31#3 1 psi.

• Qt location you specified tx¤[ 20 1, z=[ 5# 1; ft.) the vertical stress
is { 3112 1 psi and principal stress is [ 3ll# 1 psi.

• Based an the average vertical stress on LGER seae level, [ 2788 1 psi, the
coqeted K•factor for the coal, [ #000 1 psi, and selected safety factor of
[1.01, the suggested pillar uidths are:

[ 63 1 ft. [Holland·Baddy's foreula)
[32 1 ft. (Bieniawsui's foreula)
[57 1 ft. (Holland°s foreula)• The pilla· should be centered at the location of eax. vertical stress.

OutputMenuI
NULYSIS II BEIIJLBICII NI) IINIPB FNZTORS (under-eining)

I
U 3

I
• Based on the rating of geological and eining factus, the interaction bet-

ween two sens [is not] likely. The total rating nueher is [ 91 and can
be attributed to the following factors:

Rating
„ · Geplogical Nea): Zone: [21— Presence of Nater: [11

· Innerburden Layering: [11
· Strong Rock in lnnerburden: [11
- Nining Direction: [31
- Tin Delay: [11

Note: the Total Ratirq Nuher is the sunation of ratings for six different geo-
logic and eining factors corrtributing to interaction problees. lt (edlen greater
than 13) served as II indicatpr of possible interaction solely due to these far.-
tus. The weight or rating given to each factor is based purely on foreer ex-
prience ard ny very fra place to place, dependirg on actual geological ard
eining corditiprd. Therefue, users ny ndify this interaction irdicator based
ui their om eeprlerde.

Figure 8.2 Output Menu from ”MSEAM” Program, Showing the Detailed
Analysis Results for Case Study #1.
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0 50 100 ft.

Surface
OV (psi) [

3000
9UO°

. 0“''“'''''““'”.7”'”””””—_”'Virgin
stress at

Lower seam horizon (yH)[
i

Gob Upper seam remnant pillar 4.8.
200*

[ 64*
Lower seam entry

[ [
3.3' [

Figure 8.3 Predicted Vertical Stress (ov) at Lower Seam Horizon.
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tures should be subsequently increased. As a practical consideration

for maintaining a higher recovery percentage, the extraction ratio for
the first mining could be kept relatively lower in areas prone to

interaction, but the extraction ratio for the second mining or pillar-

ing could be increased to compensate for the initial loss, provided

that such increased extraction during the pillaring operation is per-
missible.

8.2 Qg5g_§;gdy_£2 (under-mining, water induced)

8.2.1 General Description

This is a case study documented by Su et al. (1986). The two seams in
this mine were the Redstone, the upper seam, and the Pittsburgh, the
lower seam. The innerburden was 35 feet thick and mainly composed of
limestone and sandstone, with some gray shale, sandy shale and coal
streaks. The overburden above the upper seam was only 175 feet. The
immediate roof of lower Pittsburgh seam was heavily jointed gray shale
and not very stable (Figure 8.4).

The mining of the lower Pittsburgh seam was commenced three years after
the completion of the Redstone seam. The problems encountered during
the lower seam mining mainly dealt with poor roof conditions. While
developing a section, one roof fall of about 15 ft. in height and 30
ft. in diameter occurred in an area under the gob of the upper seam. A
few weeks after the fallen material was cleared, another fall occurred
at the same place, and extended up to the upper seam gob. Water also
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came down in large quantities, and the section was completely flooded.

Later the section was abandoned. Similar problems occurred in another

section of the Pittsburgh seam 10 years after the mining of the upper

seam when water came down through roof about 1,000 ft. behind the work-

ing area. Massive innerburden caving followed, spreading in all direc-

tions.

8.2.2 Analysis Results and Discussions

The interaction problems described in this case study were not caused

by stress concentration due to an upper seam remnant structure, but

induced by abnormal geological conditions -- presence of water in the

mined-out upper mine. The analysis or prediction of such interaction

can only be achieved through analysis of interaction-related geological

and mining factors. Given the parameters of this case study, and using
the classification scheme discussed in Chapter 6, the ”MSEAM" program

predicted an index of 15, which indicates an unstable condition for

lower seam workings. It can be further inferred that the extraction of

the upper seam may have fractured the shallow overburden, and caused

water either from the surface (there was creek nearby) or from water-

bearing strata in the overburden (limestone or sandstone) to accumulate

in the upper seam gob. Such accumulated water may have also seeped

down through the small, incompetent innerburden, which may have been

fractured during upper seam mining. Water seeping through in this way

will greatly reduce the strength of innerburden strata and of the lower

seam immediate roof. For example, the gray shale layer may degrade
when exposed to water. This deterioration process may take some time
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to accomplish but it will eventually lead to a large-scale roof fall

-- even to complete caving of the innerburden.

Discovering a practical remedial procedure for such water—induced

interaction is difficult. However, the advance knowledge of possible
water—bearing gob in an upper mine will be helpful in the prevention of
catastrophic problems. For instance, if such an area can be identified
before mining commences, it can either be drained before mining, or
separated by large, protective pillars from active mining areas in
order to avoid sudden flooding of the lower mine. For other mines
having similar geological conditions, simultaneous mining of two seams,
with the upper seam slightly ahead of the lower, and in the direction
opposing seam inclination would be recommended. An alternative would
be the reduction of extraction ratios in both seams, resulting in a
reduction of damage to overburden and innerburden, and in a decreased
chance of water seepage from above.

8.3 Qggg_§;gd1_#1 (over-mining, arching effect)

8.3.1 General Description

This is a case studied by Chekan, et al. (1986) in Greene County, PA.
The overburden above the upper mine ranged from 425 to 580 ft. (ave.

503 ft.) and consisted predominantly of interbedded shale with a compe-
tent sandstone unit that varied in thickness. The innerburden ranged
from 90 to 100 ft. (ave. 95 ft.) and consisted of interbedded shale and
limestone. The upper Sewickley seam was 5 ft. thick and the immediate
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roof composed of highly—jointed dark sandy shale that ranged from 10 to

15 ft. thick, overlain by main roof of competent limey shale. The

immediate floor consisted of a 3—foot-thick dark, limey shale underlain
by a competent limestone unit. The average thickness of the lower

Pittsburgh seam was 6 ft., and its immediate roof composed of black

shale with coal streaks (Figure 8.5(b)). An underground geologic sur-

vey found no other geologic abnormal conditions around the area under

study.

Both upper and lower mines employed the room—and·pil1ar mining method,

and the extraction ratios were kept constant: 361 for main entries, and
1001 for panels. The pillar and entry layout of the two seams were
also similar, with 80-foot square pillars and 20—foot wide development

entries (Figure 8.5(a)).

The ground control problems experienced in the upper mine were mainly

roof falls, which occurred mostly over the lower seam gob area some

distance off of the edge of lower mine gob (Figure 8.5(a)). Since

there were no similar roof falls in other areas surrounding the lower

seam gob, it is easy to conclude that the encountered problems were due

to interaction from previous mining of the lower seam.

8.3.2 Analysis Results and Discussions

This case can be considered as over-mining of a gob line interface, as

in the comprehensive model described in the previous chapter. With
general input data, the results from general analysis showed that the
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interaction predictions were all positive, except for one. The pre-

dicted damage scale for upper seam workings was 2.5.

Results from detailed analysis indicated that the interaction problem

experienced in this case study could be explained by the generalized

arching concept described in Chapter 5. Using this concept, the

”MSEAM” program predicted the width of the pressure arch to be 301

ft., with one abutment on the lower seam gob line interface. Since the

limestona innerburden was relatively strong, the predicted arch height

could be expected to reach as high as 252 ft. When an arch so defined

intercepted with the upper seam, the predicted critical area would

start 32 ft. off of lower gob line interface and extend 237 ft. from

this point (Figure 8.6). This prediction agreed well with the field

observations. As shown in Figure 8.5(a), most roof falls occurring in

the upper mine were located in a belt which started about 100 ft. off

of the lower seam gob line (either for 2 east panels or 1 east panel),

and extended approximately 400 ft. into the area above the lower seam

gob. It is possible that the high tensile stress in the roof strata

within the pressure arch, and inherent roof joints (N 55' W) sub-

parallel to the direction of mining, caused these roof falls in the

area directly above lower seam gob.

Several remedial procedures can be suggested for overcoming these addi-

tional ground control problems. In the predicted tensile or tensile

shear zones, roof bolt spacing should be reduced in order to reinforce

the root strata. The bolta may be installed at an angle, tilted
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Figure 8.6 Predicted Critical Area in the Upper Seam for Case Study
#3.
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towards the lower seam solid coal area to increase shear resistance

against roof strata slippage in the vicinity of the pres=ure arch. \

However, if more roof falls occur in the area above the lower seam gob
center, it is possible that the entire upper seam is within an

”unpacked" cracking zone. If this is the case, the entire region over
lower seam gob is in a critical condition and increased pillar size and
reduction of extraction ratio is recommended. As a design recommend-

ation for new mines having similar conditions, the delay time between
completion of lower seam mining and the start of upper seam mining
should be more than 2 years in order to avoid mining into an area in
which active caving, fracturing, and subsidence are occurring. Another
procedure for minimizing upper seam damage is back-filling near the
lower seam gob line interface. The packing material used will be able
to support the hanging roof strata, and therefore change the tensile
stress in the strata within the fractured arch into compressive stress.
In addition, pillar size at predicted tensile or tensile/shear zones
should be increased by 202 during development. However, to reduce loss
of reserves, extraction during retreat pillaring can be increased to
commensurate with actual roof conditions.

8.4 Qasg_§;gdg_£5 (over-mining, upper seam subsidence)

8.4.1 General Description

This is a case studied by Su et al. (1986). In this case, the overbur-
den above the upper mine mains was about 1,200 feet in thickness and
the innerburden between the two seams, composed of thick interbedded
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sandstone and shale beds, was 200 feet in thickness. The upper seam,

Campbell Creek, was 6 ft. in thickness, and its immediate floor con-

sisted of thick layers of black to dark gray shale. The lower Eagle

seam was approximately 4 to 5 ft. thick (Figure 8.7 (b)).

The lower Eagle seam were extracted more than 20 years ago by the long-
wall method, with 300-500 ft. panels and two rows of 40 x 40 ft. chain
pillars (Figure 8.7(a)). The problems encountered in upper mine were
mainly floor heaves. As the mains of the upper mine developed into the
area over the lower seam gob (or old longwall panel), floor heave imme-
diately followed. Such heaving developed continuously, causing an
entry height reduction of 3-4 ft. after 4-6 months of development. In
all case, however, the roof remained intact while the floor not only
heaved, but sometimes broke up in the middle of the entry as well.

8.4.2 Analysis Results and Discussions

This case can be analyzed as over-mining a remnant pillar. From gen-
eral analysis using ”MSEAM” program, the interaction could be consid-
ered likely, based on general input data. Through detailed analysis

using the subsidence mechanism, it was found that the critical area in
the upper seam started 36 ft. within the lower seam remnant pillar, and
extended 173 ft. from that point (Figure 8.8). Further, the area under

compressive stress on the floor bed started 50 ft. off of the lower

seam pillar edge, and covered a width of 86 ft. This result well

explained the floor heave at the upper seam mains over the lower seam

gob area. The great depth and strong roof bed of the upper mine prob-
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Figure 8.8 Predicted Critical Area in Upper Seam for Case Study #4.
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ably determined that the form of interaction would be the floor heave
discussed.

In seeking a remedial procedure to alleviate the interaction effect,

the direction of upper seam mains should first be criticized. If at

all possible, upper seam mains should be oriented in a direction paral-
lel to lower seam chain pillars. Next, increasing pillar sizes, with a
longer dimension parallel to the lower seam chain pillar line, or

reduction of the entry width, seem to be alternative considerations for
overcoming the floor heave problem. Again, to reduce the damage to
upper seam workings, back-filling near the chain pillar edge may be
considered during the mining of the lower seam.

8.5 Qg3g_§;gdg_£§ (over-mining, innerburden bending)

8.5.1 General Description

This is a case reported and analyzed by Tang and Peng (1985). The
overburden above the upper Taggart seam was approximately 1,300 ft.,
and another seam, the Marker seam, was located 60 ft. below. The
innerburden between the two seams was composed mainly of gray sandy
shale. The upper seam was 5 ft. thick, and its immediate roof and main
roof consisted of gray shale and gray sandstone, respectively. The
lower seam was 4 ft. in thickness, and its immediate roof composed of
firm sandy shale (Figure 8.9(c)).

The mining operation active at the time of the study was in the upper
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Taggart seam, while the lower Marker seam was mined some 40 years ear-

lier. The pillars in upper seam mains were 45 x 45 ft. in size, and
the entry width was 20 ft. (Figure 8.9(a)).

The interaction problems occurred when upper seam mains came close to
an area near the boundary of the lower mine, and were characterized by
rib spalling and pillar failure associated with severe pressure. The
pillars spalling in the form of slabs began when the upper seem face
was at E-E' line in Figure 8.9(a). When the face reached F, the total
width of the spalling slabs increased to 4-8 ft., resulting in the
entry width being increased to 32-40 ft. and the pillar width reduced
to 29-37 ft. Such severe spalling occurred in all pillars except those
on the extreme top and bottom entries. Although the roof and floor
remained more or less intact, the entry height was reduced signifi-
cantly, and the section was therefore eventually abandoned.

8.5.2 Analysis Results and Discussions

This case can be treated as over-mining near a lower seam gob line
interface. The prediction for interaction from general analysis was
positive, primarily because of the small innerburden between the two
seems. Detailed analysis on this case was carried out using the inner-
burden bending mechanisms discussed in Chapter 5. The results of the
analysis showed (Figure 8.10) that the critical area, where the verti-
cal load increased, started 33 ft. within the lower seam solid rib and

extended about 135 ft. toward the area above the unmined lower seam.

The peak load, about 1,500 psi, was situated 67 ft. within the solid
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coal side of the interface. Comparing these results with Figure

8.9(a), the troubled area, where severe pillar failure occurred, fell
well within this predicted critical region.

As a remedial procedure, the pillar size of the upper seam would have

to be increased to counterpart the increased loading due to innerburden

bending and re-distribution of the overburden load. Since the vertical

load was increased by 20%, the pillar should also be sized 20% larger,

assuming the same safety factor as that originally desired. This would
lead to a 54 ft. square pillar, which is comparable to the 60 x 60 ft.
pillar suggested by Tang and Peng (1985) using finite element analysis.

Another method for avoiding similar interaction is the locating of the

important roadways in the upper seam some distance, 168 ft. for this

case, from the boundary of lower mine workings.



IX. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMENDATIONS

9-1Research into strata control problems resulting from mining under or

over a previously mined-out seam has been carried out using statistical

analysis, photoelastic modeling, and numerical modeling in conjunction

with empirical analysis of numerous case studies. Important findings of
this research effort are summarized below.

The interaction problems in multi-seam mining are governed by a number
of factors, of which the most important are: structural characteristics
and thickness of innerburden, seam thicknesses, extraction percentage,
mining sequence, and time delays between operations in two adjacent
seams.

The majority of the interaction problems occurred in the vicinity of
remnant structures left in an adjacent seam -- an isolated remnant pil-
lar(s), or an interface between the gob and an unmined coal seam.

Therefore, when mining in these situations, special care should be taken
in order to avoid possible interaction damage.

The interaction mechanisms revealed to date -— pillar load transfer,

arching effect, upper seam subsidence, innerburden bending and innerbur-
den shearing -- are adequate to explain most of interaction problems

observed in the Appalachian coal region. However, abnormal geological

-201-
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conditions can sometimes induce interaction problems by themselves.

The comprehensive model developed by this research has been proven use-
ful, through back-analysis of case studies, for interaction prediction
and multiple-seam mine pillar design. The model has demonstrates its
potential as a helpful design tool for field engineers dealing with
interaction problems.

The methodology adopted in this investigation is as follows: combination
of both theoretical and empirical analyses; incorporation of results
from different analytical methods; analysis of complex interaction phe-
nomenon by means of relatively simple, independent, and easy-to—model
interaction mechanisms; integrated design approach; and utilization of a
computer program as a tool for transfer and expansion of research
results. This methodology has proven to be appropriate and provides
valuable experience for further research.

In the interest of further investigation into the interaction problems
which occur during multiple-seam mining, the following recommendations
are given.

The ”MSEAM” program representing the integrated model is still in its
initial testing stage and field validation of it will be essential.
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More testing and use of this program will provide valuable information
for further updates and improvement. Since the program is designed as
an open system, it can be easily modified in order to accommodate site-
specific geological and mining condition:. Similarly, many coefficients
used to quantize interaction mechanisms can also be modified from feed-
back of typical case studies or actual measurements. Further, the pre-
dictions derived from this program will become more reliable if it is
combined with a ground pressure, convergence, or ultra-sonic monitoring
system.

The comprehensive model documented in this dissertation is by no means
the sole method for quantization of interaction mechanisms. Other meth-
ods mathematically deecribing the interaction phenomena should also be
attempted. Numerical modeling methods such as finite element, boundary
element, and distinguished element method, show great potential. These
theoretical analyses, however, must be incorporated with field studies
in order to produce useful results for actual mining design.

The current research deals only with the interaction problems associated
with two seams in under- or over-mining conditions, and does not cover
all aspects of interaction problems experienced in the Appalachian
region. Areas of potential research include: dynamic interaction during
simultaneous mining, interaction during multi-seam mining by the long-
wall method, and economic aspects of multi-seam interaction problems.
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APPENDIX A

Summary aud Source of Case SCUd18S

(Over-Mining, us-o>

OBS LOCATION BEDNAME COVER CRT USIR UST USIF
1 HISE CD. VA IMBODEN /JAHBONE . --:--:-- --:--:-- 5.6 --:--:--2 BROOKSIDE C0.lY CREECM /NARLAN . --:--:-- —-:--:-- 5.6 --:--:--5 KY COAL SEAM NO.11/COAL SEAM NO. 9 55 SA:SH:LI LS:--:-- 4.5 FC:--:--4 RALEIGH CO. HV (5) SEHELL /BECKLEY 400 SA:SH:-- SH:--:O- 4.0 FC:--:8-
5 FAYETTE CO. HV SEHELL /FIRE CREEK 150 SHXSAI-- SH!-·lB· 5.2 SH¤··¤G·
6 KANAHHA CO. HV (2) NO. 2 GAS /POHELLTON 600 SA:SH:C- SH:SA:-- 5.0 SL:SA:--
7 KY COAL SEAM NO.11/COAL SEAM NO. 9 550 SA:SH:-- LI:--:-- 4.8 FC:--:--
8 MCDOHELL CO. HV POCAHONTAS NO.6/POCAHONTAS NO.5 250 SHl--:-- SH:--:-— 5.8 SH:--:--
9 MERCER CO. HV POCAHONTAS NO.11/POCAHONTAS NO.5 210 --:--:-- SH:--:-- 5.0 SH:--:--

10 FAYETTE CO. HV CARBON POHELLTON/POHELLTON 400 SH:SA:C- SA:SL:BC 5.2 FC:$H:-·
.11 CAMBRIA CO. PA LOHER FREEPORT /LOHER KITTANNING 125 SH:--:-- BC:SL:SA 5.0 FC:--:·-

12 XY N0. 11 /N0. 9 575 SA:L1:-- 11:--:-- 4.5 Fc:--:--
15 KY COAL SEAM NO.11/COAL SEAM NO. 9 700 $A:SH:F¢ LS:--:-· 4.8 FC:--:--
14 IL COAL SEAM NO. 6/COAL SEAM NO. 5 200 SA:LS:-- LS:--:-- 4.5 FC:--:--
15 MCDOHELL CO. HV POCAMONTAS NO.11/POCAHONTAS NO.5 150 SA:SH:F¢ $A:$L:$H 5.0 FC:--:--
16 FAYETTE CO. HV SEHELL /FIRE CREEK 50 SA:--:-- SA:--:B- 5.5 SH:--:G-
17 CAMBRIA CO. PA LOHER FREEPORT /UPPER KITTANNING 500 SH:$A:-- SH:--:G· 4.5 FC:--:-·
18 CAMBRIA CO. PA LOHER FREEPORT /LOHER KITTANNING 620 SH:SA:-- SH:--:G- 4.5 FC:--:--
19 KY ELKHORN NO. 2 /ELKHORN NO. 1 1000 SA:SH:-- SL:--:-- 5.6 SL:--:--20 MCDOHELL CO. HV (1) POCAMONTAS NO. 4/POCAHONTAS NO.5 450 SA¤SH!C— SHIC-ISM 4.5 SL¤FCIHB
21 RALEIGM CO. HV (1) SEHELL /BECKLEY 400 SA:SH:-- SH:--:6- 4.0 FC:—·:G-
22 CAMBRIA CO. PA UPPER KITTANNING/LOHER KITTANNING 500 SH:SAlLI BC:SH:-• 5.9 SN:--:6-
25 MONONGALIA CO. HV SEHICKLEY /PITTSBURGH 400 SH:FC:SA SA:SH:G- 5.5 FC:SH:--
24 CAMBRIA CO. PA (5) UPPER KITTANINO/LOHER KITANNIN0 450 SH:SA:-- SN:--:6- 4.8 FC:--:--25 INDIANA CO. PA UPPER FREEPORT /LOHER FREEPORT 220 SNIFCI-- SN:--:B· 4.0 FC:--:HB26 GREEN co. rn zu SEHICKLEY /PIT1’S¤URG 175 SAISHILI Susu-- 4.5 $+1:--:--
27 TN DIRTY MARY /HINDROCK 550 SA:SH:-- SH:-—:-- 5.0 SN:--:--28 IN COAL SEAM NO. 5/COAL SEAM NO. 4 . --:--:-- --:--:-- , -·:--:--
29 KANAHMA CD. HV LEHISTDN /COALBUR0 250 SA:SM:c- SLISHISA 5.4 C-:$N:--
QQ pjugg c9_ gy COALBURO /UPPER CEDER GROVE 200 $NIC·:SA SM:$A:-- 5.0 SMI--:HB

DBS USEP USLP IIT IBRT IBSP IINL LSIR LST LSIF LSEP LSLP HP SP IP TIME LIP SI

-- -- -- --:--:-• . . ·-:--:·- 5.0 --:--:-- . --:--:-- - - . . E (51
2

$9 --:——:-- lo? —-I--I-— . . --:--:-- 4.6 --:--:-- . --:--:-- - - . . E [5]
5 45 --:—-:-- 70 SAI$H:·- 55 2 FC:--:-- 4.8 LS:-—l•- 45 2-:1-:5- Y N . . E [4]
4 80 --:--:-- 295 SN:sA:-- 59 4 SA:--:G- 8.5 FC:—-:ß- 70 --:-—:-- Y C 0 9 B (11
5 77 5-I--I-- 420 SAISHIC- 55 5 $H¤SLlB· 5.7 SLlSH¤G· 50 --:--:-- N N 0 17 E [1]
6 70 --:--:-- 19 SL!-—:-- 40 2 SL¤SA¤·· 5.0 FC:SA:-- 70 5-:5-:4- N C 0 2 E [1]
7 42 -·¤·-¤-- 85 SA¤FC¤-- 55 2 SHI--I—- 4.9 FC!--I-· 45 -·l1-I5- Y - 0 . E (4]
8 90 --:--:-- 145 SN:SA:-- 60 5 SL:$A:-- 4.5 SN:SA:-- 92 --:--:-- N C 1 15 B (11
9 74 --:--:-1 510 SHISA¤C· 50 4 SHlSA:-- 4.8 $Nl--:-- 80 --:2-:-- N C 1 10 B [11

10 70 --I2-:2· 65 SAISH:C— 60 5 SH¤C-:-- 4.0 FCl--:B- 80 ··¤·—¤—· N C 1 15 B [11
11 58 5-:--:-- 150 SH:FC:C· 65 5 SL¤BC¤SH 5.7 FC¤--¤-- 50 ··*·-:-· N N 1 5 E [11
12 45 --:—-:-- 125 $Al--:-- 90 2 SLISNI-- 5.0 FC¤--:·- 50 --:4-:4- Y — 1 . E (4]
15 45 --:--:-- 85 SA:SH:-• 55 2 SHl--¤—- 4.8 FC:--¤-- 45 --*1-:2- N N 1 . E (41
14 . 1-:--:-- 90 SAlSHl—- . . SH¤——¤—· 5.2 FC:--l-- , 1-:--:-- N - 1 . E (41
15 75 4-:4-:1- 470 SH:C-ISA 70 4 SH:--:G- 7.5 SHl·—:G· 90 --:--:-- Y S 2 9 E (11
16 90 2-:--:-- 275 SNISAI-- 50 6 $L:——:G· 5.5 SH¤--¤G- 90 --:--:-— Y N 2 5 E (11
17 85 5-:--:-- 40 SH:--:-- 60 2 SH:--:G- 4.8 FC¤--:—- 85 --:--:-- N N 2 10 D (11
18 85 Z—¤··*·· 140 SH:SA:-- 70 4 SH:--:-- 5.2 FC:—-:-- 90 —-:--:-- N N 2 7 D (11
19 67 4-:--:-- 180 SA:SH:-- 80 4 BC:--:-- 4.9 SL:--:-- 80 --:--:-- N N 5 . E (41
20 77 4-:4-:4- 65 SH:SA:¢- 50 4 SL:SN:-- 5.7 SN:Fc:-- 75 --:--:-- N c 4 7 B (11
21 80 4-:1-:1- 295 SH:SA:-- 50 4 SA:--:6- 8.5 FC:--:B- 70 --:--:-— N C 4 20 B (1]
22 88 4-:--:4- 95 SH:--:C- 15 4 BCISHXG- 5.1 FC:—-:B- 69 --:4-:4- N S 4 20 D (11
25 75 4-:4-:4- 90 $N:--:c- 65 5 SL:SH:C- 8.0 $N:--:6- 60 --:--:-- N N 4 5 D (11
24 85 4—I·-I•- 120 SHIC-ISA 60 5 ICISLI-- 5.8 FCI-—l-- 85 5-:5-I-- N C 4 11 B (11
Z5 70 4-I--:4- 65 SMI--:L1 50 5 SH¤--:-- 5.8 FCISNISA 60 --:--:-- Y N 4 5 E (1]

. 26 IQQ 4-I--:-• 120 SN:L1IC· 50 5 C•ISNI-· 8.0 FCl--:I- 90 -·:--:-- N C 4 20 0 (11
--»-— 27 55 ··!··¤5· 65 SMISAI-- 75 5 SN:--I-• 5.0 FCI--I-· 50 4·I4·l4• N N 4 5 E (4]

za 5-:--:-- 55 --:--:·- . . --:—-:-- , --:--:-- . --:--:-- - - 4 . 8 (41
29 6} 5-:4-:5- 40 su--:·- 90 5 Susu-- 4.5 sN:|=c:-- 75 --:--:-- N N 5 15 l (11
50 68 4-I4-I4- 900 SHIC·lSA 70 7 SN:--:-- 4.0 SN:-·:G- 90 --:--:·- Y C 5 55 B {1]



(Simultaneous Mining, MS•S)

OBS LOCATION BEDNAME COVER CRT USIR UST USIF USEP
31 BUCHANNANCO. VA BLAIR /GLAMORGAN . --1--1-- --1--1-- 2.8 --1--1-- .
32 BELL CO. XY STRAIGMT CREEK /RIM . --1--1-- --1--1-- . --1--1-- .
33 VA POCAHONTAS NO.5/POCAHONTAS NO.3 . SA1SH1-- SL1SH1-- 3.9 SF1--1--
34 HV POCAHONTAS NO.4/POCAHONTAS NO.3 600 SA1SH1-- SH1--1-- 5.0 SH1--1-- 90
35 DICKENSONCO. VA (2) UPPER BANNER /LOHER BANNER 350 SAISH1-- SA1$L1-- 5.5 SA1--1FC 75
36 INDIANA CO. PA UPPER FREEPORT /LOHER KITANNING 100 SH1SA1—- SH1SA1G- 6.0 BCIFCI-— 80
37 LOGAN CO. VH ALMA - /EAGLE 375 SA1SH1-- SH1--1-- 3.3 FC¤--¤-- 75
38 MINGO CO. HV UPPER TNACKER /LOHER THACKER 450 $H1SA1-- SHISÄI-— 2.8 SN1--1G- 70
39 CO. AL (1) PRATT /AMERICA 80 SH¤SA¤-- SL1SH1C- 2.9 FC¤SH¤-- 60
40 FLOYO CO. KY (2) ELKHORN NO. 2 /ELKHORN NO. 1 500 SA¤SH1FC SN1SA1G· 3.4 SLI-·!-- 75
41 MCDOHELL CO. HV POCAHONTAS NO.4/POCAHONTAS NO.3 850 $A1SH1C— SN1SA1-- 3.9 FC1SA1G- 87
42 MINGO CO. HV UPPER TNACKER /LOHER TNACKER 200 SH1--1SA SH1SL1-- 4.3 SH1FC1HB 80
43 MINGO CO. NV (1) UPPER TNACKER /LOHER TNACKER 500 SAISHIC- SHI--1-- 3.3 SN¤--IG- 72
44 CO. AL (2) AMERICA /MARY LEE 200 SNISAI-- SN¤SAl-- 4.2 FCl--I-- 60
45 INEZ. KY STOCKTON /COALIURG 140 --1--1-- --1--1-- 4.5 --1--1-- 50
46 UTAN UPPER O'CONNER /LOHER O'CONNER 1100 SA1--1-- SH1SL1-- 16.5 SLl·—1—- 42
47 MCDOHELL CO. HV POCANONTAS NO.4/POCAHONTAS NO.3 565 SA1SN1C• $A1SH1-- 4.0 FC1--1G- 88
48 HARLAN CO. KY SPLINT INARLAN 250 SAISHI•• SL1--1|- 4.0 SL1--1-- 75
49 AL PRATT /AMERICA 80 SN1SA1-- SL1--1-- 2.8 FCISSISA 60
50 MINGO CO. HV (2) UPPER THACKER /LOHER TNACKER 500 SA1SN1C- SHI·-I—- 3.3 SN1--1G- 72
51 CAMBRIA CO. PA (2) UPPER KITTANINO/LOHER KITANNING 450 SHISAI-- SH1--1G- 4.8 FC¤··¤-- 85
52 MCOOHELL CO. HV POCAHONTAS NO.4/POCAHONTAS NO.3 435 SA¤SN¤C· SL¤——I·- 6.3 SL¤--1G- 63
53 TAZEHELL CO. VA POCAHONTAS NO.5/POCAHONTAS NO.3 350 SA1SH1C- --1SL1-- 4.3 C-1FC1-- 90
54 MCDONELL CO. HV POCAHONTAS NO.4/POCAHONTAS NO.3 800 SA1SH1C- SA1--1-- 3.2 SH1--1-- 90
55 MCDOHELL CO. HV POCAHONTAS NO.4/POCAHONTAS NO.3 400 SA1SH1C- SH1SA1G- 8.5 SH1--16- 60
56 FLOYO C0. KY ELKNORN NO. 2 /ELKNORN NO. 1 200 SL1SH1—- $L1SA1G- 3.2 SN1--1G- 67
57 MINGO CO. HV (2) UPPER THACKER /LOHER TNACKER 525 SA1--1SH SHISA1-- 3.8 FC1--1G- 70
58 CO. AL (2) PRATT /AMERICA 80 SH1SA1-- SL1$N1C- 2.9 FCISH1-- 60
39 C0. AL (1) AMERICA /MARY LEE 200 SHISAI-- SN1$A1-- 4.2 FC1--1-- 60
60 GREEN CO. PA (2) SEHICKLEY /P1TTSBURG 175 SA1SN1LI SL1SA1-- 4.3 SH1--1-- 90
61 MCDOHELL CO. HV (2) POCAHONTAS NO. 4/POCAHONTAS NO.3 450 SA1SN1C· SHIC-1SN 4.5 SL1FC1HB 77
62 RALEIGN CO. HV (2) SEHELL IBECKLEY 400 SAISH1-- SH1--1G- 4.0 FCl·•IG' 80
63 KANAHNA CO. HV (1) NO. 2 GAS /POHELLTON 600 SAISH1C· SHISAI-- 5.0 SL1SA1-- 70
64 MINGO CO. HV (1) UPPER TNACKER /LOHER TNACKER 525 SAI-•ISN SN1SA1—· 3.8 FC1--1G- 70
65 AL AMERICA /MARY LEE 150 SA1SN1-- SÄlSHl•• 4.2 Fc1--1-- 50

OBS USLP IBT IIRT IBSP IBNL LSIR LST LSIF LSEP LSLP HP SP IP TIME LIP SI

31 --1--1-- 30 --1--1-- . . --1--1-- 3.3 --1--1-- . --1--1-- - - . . E [5)
32 --1--1-- . --1--1-- . . --1--1-- 8.0 --1--1-- . --1--1-- - - . . E {31
33 --1--1-- 98 $LI$MI·· 0 1 $L1$u1-- 5.4 SF1--¤-- . --1--1-- - - . 0.5 E [41
34 --1--1-- 70 SH1SA1-- 50 . SA¤SN1SL 4.2 SH1--1-- 85 --1--1-- - - . 0.5 E [41
35 --1--1-- 112 SH1SL1-- 55 4 SN1$L1-- 3.5 --1SH1-- 80 --1--1-- N C 0 10.0 E [11
36 --1--1-- 200 SH1SA1LI 70 4 BC1SH1-- 3.5 FC1--1-- 60 5-l--1-— N N 0 1.0 E [1]
37 3-1--1-- 125 SA1--1-- 70 2 ——1SL¤$A 3.8 FC1--1-— 67 --1--1-- N N 0 0.3 E [1]
38 --1--1-- 90 SH1SA¤C- 60 5 SH1--IB- 5.3 SH1--1B- 83 --1--1-- N C 0 1.0 E [1]
39 --1--1-- 65 SNISAIC- 30 6 SLISHISA 5.3 FCl•·l¤' 63 --1--1-- N C 0 0.6 E [1]
40 --1--1-- 27 SL1SA1-- 60 3 SLISN1B- 3.8 SN1--1-- 70 1-11-1-- Y C 1 1.0 E [11
41 --1--1-- 53 SHISAI-- 80 4 SL1c-1SN 4.3 FC1SN1G- 70 --1--1-- N C 1 0.3 E L1}
42 --1--1-- 68 SNl--1·- 40 4 SN1SAl·· 5.8 FCISN1-- 85 --13-1-- N N 1 0.2 A [1]
43 2-1--1-- 70 SA1SN1c- 55 4 $N1--1I- 4.8 $HI•-II· 65 --1--1-- N C 1 1.0 D {11
44 4•I$-I-· 350 SÄISMI-• 80 3 SL1SA1-- 3.0 SN1-_1-- 60 --1--1-- N C 1 0.0 E [11
45 --1--1-- 105 --1--1-- . . --1--1-- s . o --1--1-- so --1--1-- N — 1 . E 131
46 --12-1-- 85 SAl--I-- 99 1 CLI--I-- 25.0 CL1--I-- 42 --12-1-- Y · 1 . E [9]
47 --1--12- 67 SAISNIFC 60 4 $L1C-1-- 5.0 FC1--10- 83 2-1--1-- N C 2 0.5 E (1)
48 --1--11· 1200 SA15M1C- 65 6 SAl$L1•• 4.0 SN1--1-- 82 --14-1-- N N 2 0.4 B [1]
49 --1--1-- 63 $$1511-- 65 6 SLl$H1$A 4.8 FC1--1-- 63 --1--1-- - C 2 2.0 E {41

_50 2-1--1-- 70 SA1sN1c- 70 4 SHl•-1|- 4.8 SN1--1|- 65 --1--1-- N C 3 1.0 0 [1151 --1--1-- 120 SN1C-ISA 60 5 BC1SL1-- 3.8 FC1--1-- 85 5-15-*-- N C 4 1.0 E [1152 5-1--1-- 86 SA1$N1-- 90 2 SH1$L1c- 6.3 SN1--1-- 80 4-14-14- N C 4 1.0 A [1]53 --1--1-- 95 SLISHIC- 60 3 $L1SH1-- 5.5 SL¤FC¤SA 80 3-13-13- N C 4 0.5 A [1]54 --1--1-- 50 SH1$A1-- 30 3 SLlC·1$H 5.0 8:1--1sH 73 5-1--15- N C 4 0.4 C [11
35 5-1--1-- 60 SA1$N1-- 55 2 $HlC·l$N 5.7 FC1--1wB 90 4-14-13- N C 4 0.4 A [1)
56 4-13-14- 23 $N1sL1-- 40 3 SL1$A19- 3.0 FC1--1-- 67 2-14-14- N N 4 0.2 B [1157 5-1--1-- 55 SAISHIFC 65 4 5H1SA1-- 5.7 SLIC-1-- 65 --1--15- N N 4 0.5 E [1]
58 2-1--11- 65 $N1$A1C- 65 6 $L1sN15A 5.3 FC1--1B- 83 --1--14- N C 4 0.6 E (11
59 4-13-1-- 350 SAISNI-- 80 3 SL1SA1-- 5.0 SN1--1-- 60 4-1--1-- N C 4 0.0 D (11
60 5-1--1-- 120 $HlLIlC• 50 3 C·lSHI•~ 8.0 FC1--1B- 90 --1--1-- N C 4 0.0 E [11
61 5-13-15- 65 SH1SA¤C- 50 5 SL1$H1-- 5.7 SN1FC1-- 75 --1--1-- N C 5 1.0 D [1]
62 5·!1·¤1• 295 SN1SA1-- 50 4 SA1--13- 8.3 FC1--1I- 70 --1--1-- N C 5 1.0 B [1]
63 --1--1-- 19 SL1--1-- 40 2 SL1SA1-- 3.0 FC1SA1-- 70 5-15-14- N C 5 0.0 A (1]
64 ·•!··l·· 55 SAISNIFC 65 4 $M1SA1-- 5-7 $LIC—1-- 65 --1--15- N N 5 0.5 E [1]
65 5•*••!·· 350 SAISNI-- 60 4 $Ll$A|•• 4.5 SSI--I-- 60 5-I--1-- · C 5 . D [41
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(Under-Mining, MS-U)

OIS LOCATION BEDNAME COVER CRT USIR UST USIF USEP
66 HARLAN C0. KY DARBY /NARLAN . --:--:-- --:--:-- 5.5 --:--:-- .67 HV NO.4 /PITTSlURGH NO 8 700 --:--:-- --:--:-- . --:--:-- .68 AL THOMPSON /HOODSTOCK 250 SH:SA¤-- SL¤··l-· 4.5 SS¤··¤·· 5069 AL PRATT /MARY LEE 100 SAISS¤·— SL¤•-:-— 5.1 SL:--:-- 7070 DICKENSONCO. VA (1) UPPER BANNER /LOHER BANNER 550 SA:SH:-- SA:SL:-- 5.5 SA:·—:FC 7571 KANAHHA CO. HV NO. 2 GAS /EAGLE 225 SH:SA:-- SA:SH:SL 5.8 SH:--:-— 5072 KANAHHA CO. HV HINIFREDE /NO. 2 GAS 150 SH¤SA:-- SH:SA:-- 5.0 SH:--:-- 6575 KANAHHA CO. HV HINIFREDE /CEOAR GROVE 500 $H:SA:-- SH:SA:—- 4.7 SH:--:-- 7074 KANAHHA CO. HV COALBURG /CEDAR GROVE 150 SHISAI-• SH:SA:B- 5.5 SH:—-:-- 7575 CAMBRIA CO. PA (1) UPPER KITTANING/LOHER KITANNING 450 SH:SA:-- SH:·-:G- 4.8 FC¤--:·- 8576 INDIANA CO. PA UPPER FREEPORT /LOHER KITANNING 100 SH:SA:-- SH:SA:G- 6.0 BC:FC¤·· 8077 CO. AL THOMPSON /HOOOSTOCK 250 SH:SA:-- SL:--:-- 4.5 SH:--:-- 6078 CO. AL GNOLSON /CLARK 575 SA:-·lSH SH:-•:-- 5.5 SL:SA¤-- 8579 CO. AL PRATT /MARY LEE 100 SA:SH:-- SL:--:6- 5.1 SL¤—·:-- 7580 HV POCAHONTAS NO 6/POCAHONTAS NO 5 500 SH:SA:-- --:--:-- 4.0 --:--:-- .81 KY ELXHORN NO. 1 /CLINTHOOD 1000 SAISHI-— BC¤··:-· 4.2 SL:—-:-- 8082 RALEIGH CO. HV BECKLEY /POCAHONTAS NO.4 225 SH:SA¤-— SL¤SA¤-· 8.5 SL¤SH:·- 8885 KANAHHA CO. HV HINIFREDE /NO. 2 GAS 750 SH:C-:SA $H¤SA:-- 4.7 SH:--:-- 7084 MCDOHELL CO. HV POCAHONTAS NO.4/POCAHONTAS NO.5 1100 SA:SH:C· SA:$H:-- 6.0 FC:SH:G- 9085 HYOMING CO. HV CAMBLELL CREEK /EAGLE 650 SA:--:5H C-:SH:-- 6.7 SH:SA:-- 7586 KY SEAM NO. 11 /5EAM NO. 9 500 SH:SA:LI LI¤··:—· 5.8 FC:B-:-— 4587 IN 7 / 7 . --:--:-- --:--:-- . --:--:-- 7288 HCDOHELL CO. HV POCAHONTAS NO.4/POCAHONTAS NO.5 250 SN:SA:-- SLI--:·· 6.0 SL:SNI—- 4089 RALEIGH CO. HV BECKLEY /POCAHONTAS NO.4 450 SH:SA:—- SH:--:-- 4.2 $N:--:-- 8590 KY 7 /NARLAN 900 SN:-—:-- --:-·:-- 7.0 --:--:-- qu91 KY 7 /B SEAM . --:--:—- --:--:·- . --:--:-- 7592 AL GHOLSON /CLARK 575 SA:FC:5N SHl•-:-- 5.5 SL:SA¤—· 8595 HISE C0. VA TAGGART /MARKER 900 SA:SH:—- BC:SH:B- 4.8 BC:SH:H0 7794 HARLAN CO. KY *C* TAGGART /*B* MARKER 115 SA¤$Hl·· SHISAI-- 4.5 SH:FC:HB 8095 FLOYD CO. KY (1) ELKHORN NO. 2 /ELKNORN NO. 1 500 SAISHIFC SH:SA:G· 5.4 SL:·—!·· 7596 MONONGALIA CO. HV SEHICKLEY /PITTSRURO 600 SHIFCILI SA:SL:-— 5.0 SH:FC:—- 85

/OBS USLP IBT IBRT IBSP IBNL LSIR LST LSIF LSEP LSLP HP SP IP TIME LIP SI
- 66 —·I—-I-- . ··I··l·· . . ·—:—-I-- 4.0 --l·•I·· . ··l·-l·· - - . . E (51

67 --:--:-- , --:--:-- . . L!:$1:-- 5.5 FC1--:-- 65 --:--:-- N - . . E (41
68 ··¤··¤—· 580 SH:SAI·· 50 1 SS¤··:-- 5.5 FCISHI-· 62 --:--:-- - - . . E {4] .69 ··:·-I-- 460 SA¤SS¤FC 70 7 SS¤··¤·• 9.0 SS¤—·:·- 50 --:--:-- - N . . E [4]70 --:--:-- 112 SN:s1:-- 55 4 SN:$1:-- 5.5 --:$N:-- 80 --:--:-— N C 0 10.0 E [1171 --:--:—- 110 $A:C·:$N 75 4 SN:-—:6- 5.5 $1:--:6- 67 --:--:-- Y N 0 25.0 E (1172 --:--:-- 500 SH:SA:C- 60 5 SA:--:G• 5.7 SH:--:-- 75 --:--:-- N N 0 2.0 0 [1]75 --:--:-- 200 SA:SH:-- 75 4 SH:--:-- 2.8 FC:-_:-- 80 --:--:-— N C 0 5.0 A [1174 --:--:-- 280 SH:SA:C- 60 4 $L:$A:G- 2.7 SH:--:-- 80 --:--:-- N C 0 52.0 E (1175 ··:--:-· 120 $N:C-ISA 60 5 BC¤SL¤·- 5.8 FC¤·•¤·· 85 5-:5-:-- N C 0 5.0 E {1176 --:--:-- 200 SH:SA:L1 50 4 BCISHI-— 5.5 FC¤··:-- 60 5-:-•:-· N N 0 15.0 E [1]
77 ··¤··:·· 580 SH¤SA:-- 70 4 SNI··:G· 5.5 FC¤SN¤G- 62 --:--:-- N N 0 25.0 E {1]78 ··:--:·- 48 SA:SH:-- 80 5 SH¤SAl—· 4.0 SHIC-ISL 60 --:--:-- N S 0 4.0 E [1]79 --:--:-- 460 SAlC·:$H 60 5 SH:C-:-· 9.0 SH:--:-- 50 --:--:-- N C 0 5.0 E [1]80 ··:··:·· 185 SLISHISA 70 5 SL¤··!—- 7.0 FC:--:—• . --:--:-- N N 0 25.0 E [4]81 ··:·-:-- 250 SA:$H:-- 60 . SH:SA:-- 5.6 FC¤C-:-- 77 --:--:4- N N 0 . E [4]82 ·—¤··:-· 285 SAlSH¤·• 75 6 SHIC-¤SA 5.8 SL:-—:•- 90 1-:--:-- Y C 1 10.0 E {1]85 ·•¤-·:·— 525 SAISHIC- 70 4 SH:--IB- 4.5 SH:--:-- 57 4-:4-:-- N N 1 5.0 E L1184 --:--:1- 55 SH:SA:-• 80 4 SLIC-ISM 4.8 FC:SN:G· 85 1-:2-:-- Y C 2 2.5 E {1]
85 2·:··¤·· 250 SA:SH:C· 65 4 SMI--IG- 5.5 $H¤··!·· 65 ·-¤··:—· N C 2 6.0 B (1]
86 -—:·—¤4— 70 $A¤SH!•· 65 5 SMI--l·— 5.2 FC¤··¥·· S0 -—¤··¤—· Y S Z . E [4]87 --:5-:-- _

--:--:-- . . --:--:-- . —-:--:-- . --:5-:-- - - 2 . E I4)88 ··*·•¤·· 65 SH:SA:-- 70 4 SL|$H:SA 5.7 SL:--:-- 75 5-:--:-- N N 5 50.0 C [1]89 ··¤··|·· 285 SNISAI-- 60 4 SNlSAI·· 5.7 SHI--I0- 80 4-:--:4- N N 5 5.0 A [1190 --:--:-- 40 $N:--:-- . . --:--:-- 4.0 —-:--:-- . 4-:--:-- N - 5 . E [2191 --:--:-- 35 --:--:-- _ _
--:--:-- 5.0 --:--:-- 75 --:-—:-- N - 5 . E 12192 --:--:-- 48 SAISNI-· 70 2 SSISAI-- 5.8 SNICL¤·- 60 --:--:-- - S 5 . E I4]95 ··!··|·• 54 SAISNIFC 75 5 SHISAIO· 5.5 SHI-—I-- 70 5·¤4·!·· N C 4 16 A [1]94 --:--:-- 55 SA|SMI-• 90 4 SAl··!G· 5.5 SH:·-:-- 65 --:4-:-- N C 4 20 A [1]95 --:--:-- 27 SLISAI-- 50 5 SLISNIB- 5.8 SL:·-:-· 60 4-I5-I-— Y C 4 8 A [1]96 --:--:-- 90 sN:LI:C- 60 5 SL:SN:C- 8.0 SN:--:8- 65 4-:4-:-- N C 4 10 A {1]



NOTATlONS•
LOCATION * Locetion of mine or site.
BEONAME = Neme of cool beds (upper/lower);

Ex. SEHELL/FIRE CREEK
Upper seem: Sewellz
Lower seem: Fire Creek.

COVER = Cover or overburden in feet.
CRT ¤ Cover rock type (counted downwerd from surfece);

Ex. SHIFCl$A
FROM SURFACE TO UPPER SEAM MAJOR STRATA ARE: SNALE, FIRE CLAY, SANOSTONE.
BC = Bone Cool;
C = Cool;
FC = Fire cley;
LI = Limestone.
SA = Sandstone;
SH = Shele;
SL = Sletes

USIR = Upper soom immediete roof;
Ex. SAISH¤-G
Immediote roof of upper seem ere sendstone end/or shole end roof conditions
ore good.

UST ¤ Upper seem thickness in feet;
USIF * Upper seem immediete floor;

Ex. SLIFCIHB
Immediete floor of upper seem ore slete end fire clev which is bed
when wet.

USEP • Upper seem extrection percentege (X).
USLP

E
Uppgr äeem locotion of problem end degree of demoge (roof¤pillar¤f1oor);

x, -l -I-•
At upper seem there ore severe roof falls, moderete demege of piller but
no floor heeve problem.

IIT = Innorburden thickness in feet.
IIRT =_I:2:rburden rock type (weighted by emount end listed from left to

rig ;
Ex. SHlSAI—·
Mojor strote in the innerburden ore shole end sendstone.

IISP * Innorburden sendstone or strong beds percentope (X).

IINL ¤ Number of rock loyere in innerburden.
LSIR • Lower seee immediete roof (oieiler to USIR).
LST ¤ Lower seem thickness in feet.
LSIF • Lower seem extrection percentege (X).
LSLP

E
Lower zoom locotion of problem end degree of demege;

x. ·-¤ ·¤ —
There were reletively serious piller problems end floor heeve et
lower seem.

HP ¤ Hoter problem (yes/no).
MS ¤ Mining sequence;

O = OVER·MINING, MINING ABOVE A PREVIOUSLY MINED LOHER SEAM;
S = Simulteneous mining of two edjecent seems;
U = UNDER-MININ6, MINING BELON A PREVIOUSLY MINEO UPPER SEAM;

SP ¤ Subsidence problem;
C = Crock observed;
S = Subsidence observed;
N = No subsidence observed;
- = Unknown.

IP ¤ Intercete problem end degree of demoge;
0 = No demege;
1 = Frecture present but no roof/floor problems;
2 = Frecture with movement visible;
5 = Roof/floor problem encountered;
4 = Mejor roof/floor problems encountered;
S = Serious domoge, cool ebendoned due to interection problem.

TIME = Doley between operetion of two edjecent seems in yeers.
LIP = Locotion of interection problem;

A = Mining below remnont piller;
B = Mining ebove remnont piller;
C = Mining below interfoce between gob eree end lerge section of

solid cool;
D = Mining ebove interfoce between gob eree end lergo section of

solid cool;E = Other locotions. ·
SI • Source of informetion.

(ll Stemple, 1955;
I2] Hollend, 1956;- [3] Meson, 1976;(4] Engineer Internetionel Inc., 1981;(5] Heycocks et ol, 1985;(6] Peng et el, 1984.
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